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Mill rate
shaved
Ethnic background was Unimportant at Sanscha Hall over 
the weekend. All the girls who took part in the three-day, 
second annual Irish Step-dance competition were colleens. 
They came from all over B.C. and from the United States
to take part in the event sponsored by the Irish-Canadian 
Cultural Association of Victoria. Adjudicator Anthony 
Nolan came from Limerick to judge the more than 250 
children, ranging in age from 5 to If, who competed.
Saanich school trustees don’t want to 
tell . Central Saanich Council how to 
build highways but they decided 
'rMdrtday^nigltt' tio Vdide^th^ 
over a five lane truck route proposal 
being mooted by Central Saanich 
alderman Percy Lazarz. :
The route would pass by' Keating 
Cross Road school and pose all kinds of
dangers to students unless features such 
as overpasses and walkways are taken 
care of according to trustees. 
;;:ButtrusteeS/!fejectfedm;s’iiggestioh’'6y’f: 
Roy Hyhdman to hit Central Saanich 
council with art exhaustive list of ob-: 
jections to the project, deciding in favor 
of a letter making clear the existence of 
safety concerns, and seeking a meeting
with aldermen.;,- ' ,
Trustee Walter Tangye thought 
Hyndman was in any case premature'; 
' with'- his"' obiectionsv''^^lw;tion’t ;kiid^t 
how i much ^support Lazarz . has 
council for his route,’’ said Tangye. >;
The points Hyndman wanted raised 
were:-' ■
•Question the necessity for a 5 lane
Sidney RCMP have issued a warning 
to local residents to be particularly 
careful about securing their premises 
following a- series of burglaries and 
break-ins this week.
RCMP spokesmen said residents who 
have to leave a window open during ihe 
night becau.sc of the warm weather
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should place a wooden slat on the 
window to prevent it from sliding open 
any further.
As well, residents should lock all 
doors and windows, especially when 
out gardening.
Two “cat” burglaries were reported 
over the weekend, bringing to four the 
total reported in Sidney since mid- 
December all in the same area.
A residence on James Whyte 
Boulevard was the scene of a cat 
burglary early Monday morning, A 
resident awoke and found the burglar 
standing in the bedroom. The burglar 
ajrparcntly gained entry through a rear 
basement window.
As well, that same morning a home on 
Bcstridgc was entered through a sliding 
kitchen window that was left open, and 
a large stim of money stolen. Again, the 
resident awoke to find the burglar in the 
bedroom.
Four other break-ins and attempted 
break-ins were reported, including one 
at a residence on 5th Street April 13 in 
which a number of coins were taken.
A residence on 3rd Street was entered 
and some $250 in jewellry taken April 
Tl.
The offices of Summergate Village on 
McDonald Park Road were entered this 
weekend when someone kicked open the 
front door. No money was reported 
missing.
Finally, a resident who was away 
from his home for only four hours 
returned to find the garage window 
broken. No entry appeared to have been
highway unless it became a through 
road on the peninsula.
,, jii*Query the location of the route to the 
-'^|cduth'of theschoplij'.,:.;:;;.-'',,., '
•State; that an overpass and adequate 
bike routes and \yalk ways were 
' essentiah'';-
•Ask Central Saanich to hold a public 
meeting into the proposal.
But trustee Dr. Gerry Kristianson said 
he couldn’t agree with,some of Hyn- 
dman’s points while he lacked the 
technical expertise to assess others.
.Said kristianson, • “Lazarz’s reasons 
for wanting a five lane highway made 
good sense to me. We should raise the 
safety issues but shouldn’t try and tell 
council they must have a four lane road 
instead of a five lane road.”
Sidney taxpayers received good news 
Monday when for the second year in a 
row, council brought down a budget 
which reduced the tax rate.
The municipal mill rate for 1980 has 
been set at 44.525 mills, a little more 
than three-quarters of a mill lower than 
last year’s 45.289 mills.
However, for most homeowners, a 
drop in the municipal tax rate will likely 
be offset by an increase in property 
assessment.
And, despite a drop in the municipal 
rate, the overall combined mill rate for 
Sidney — including the municipality, 
the school district, the hospital, the 
assessment authority and the regional 
district — has increased 2.727 mills, 
from 93.154 mills last year to 96.142 
mills this year.
The overall mill rate increase comes 
largely in the areas of school and 
hospital taxes. The school mill rate goes 
from 44.617 mills in 1979 to 47.722 mills 
this year — a jump of just over three 
mills.
Meanwhile, the hospital mill rate 
increases from 1.8 mills last year to 
2.580 this year — a hike of more than 
half a mill.
Areas that saw a decrease in rates 
include the regional district, where the 
rate went from 16.862 mills in 1979 to 
14.101 mills this year, and the 
assessment authority, whose rate 
■ dropped about a tenth of a mill, from 
1.430 to 1.295 mills. ; ,
Oyeralj, ;,'Sidney; ;munlcipaltiy wUl
increase,^ its ; expendituresj;,tins: year by';
close to $800,000, from a total of $3,653 
million in 1979 to $4,451 million in 
1980.
Of that, the municipality itself will 
spend nearly $1.5 million, an increase of 
about $262,000 over last year’s figure of 
some $1,165 million.
General government services went up 
about $31,000 to $350,900; protective 
services jumped to nearly $320,000, an 
increase of about $50,000; public works 
for 1980 was set at close to $300,000 — a 
hike of some $80,000; environmental 
health services increased by about 
$12,000 to $143,830; welfare services 
went up about $10,000 to $94,200; and 
recreation and. cultural services in­
creased some $20,000 to $160,300.
The remainder of the municipality’s 
expenditures come in the area of fiscal 
services school, assessment authority 
and hospital taxes — totalling some $3 
million. •:>
The overall regional district 
assc.ssment for Sidney was set at 
$864,289, up from last year’s $819,605 
by about $45,000.
Council made a last minute addition
for the proposed beautification of 
Beacon Avenue that will cost close to 
$60,000.;
That figure is much higher than the 
estimates given at the; pubjic hearing in 
March, but town clerk Geoff- Logan 
attributed Ihe higher estimate - to iri:; ;■ 
creased concrete costs, jand the- an­
ticipated trarisfer of cat-;:
.Continued on Page 2 ;
School district
In Central Saanich, police rcporlccl a 
fairly quiet weekend on the beaches.
But after several complaints about 
parking violations, chief Bob Miles said 
regulations vyill be fully enforced in the 
future.
The 1980 budget for Saanich .school 
district adopted by Saanich school 
board Monday night sets out a gross 
expenditure of $15,147,296.
The mill rate is established at 47.722 
mills which rcpiesems an increa.se of 3.1 
mills over last year. The provincial 
average for the mill rate is 50,476 mills.
Ti ustecs esiiniatcd Monday the effect 
of (he rise on an “average” properly 
would be $15 per mill or a total of $45 
for the year.
More than a century has passed before the eyes of Ethel 
Elliot, 4878 West Saanich Road, a longtime peninsula 
resident who on April 18 celebrated her 102nd birthday at 
home with friends. Still very chipper. Miss Elliot was one of 
Jirst female reporters for the London Daily Telegraph.
The administration of Saanich school 
district will be in its new Keating 
Crossroad headquarters by the end of 
December, according to Superintendent 
of Physical I’lant Hans Schneider.
Work on the two-acre site for the new 
offices Iregan this week and will be 
carried oit throughout the summer. 
Acting a.s its own general contractor, the 
school distrief has already called for 
prices on some sub-trades and will
allocate contracts to others as plans 
mature.
The new building will be about one- 
tenth larger than the present quarters at 
Third itnd Bevan in Sidney, and will, in 
addition to some 6,4(X) square feet of 
space, have a 5,OCX) square-foot 
basement which will be available for 
expansion.
The new building has been in the
planttitig stage for some years and must 
be built tinder regulations provided by 
the provincial ministry of education 
which, Saanich school district people 
feel, arc restrictive, The provincial 
plans, fo|; example, do not provide 
accommodation for counsellors and co­
ordinators wlro iire an integral part of a 
modern educational system.
Cost of the new building has been
estimated at about $32l),t)(M) although 
that figure is subject lachange its arc all 
construction estimates in this time of 
inflation and constantly shifting 
building material values. It will be sited 
on two acres which are part of ilic 
present school district maintenance 
building site oti Keating crossroad attd, 
when completed, will see all of the 
administrative atid rniiititetiuncc 
facilities of the school board centralized
on one spot,
The building wiii be of wood con­
struction and, in the cctilrc, will be a 
'ligln court” some 25 by 50 feet in 
diameter. .Some of the offices in the 
building wlli open visually into the court 
rather than face on' the industrial 
buildings which are nti ever-growing 
part of the Keating Cr ossroad are,a ,
Only accorntnodation for members of
the school board is tlic board room on 
one end of the new building. It will be 
sliglitly larger than the present boar- ' 
droom which, on meeting nights, is 
often overcrowded.
There will be five sections in the new 
a c c 0 m m o d a lion. b' i n a n c i a I, 
educational, physical plant and 
counselling and co-ordinating will all 
have their own spaces,
|See IMeliire I'agaZ]
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Come alive, Tories told
There is a place for a 
“true conservative and 
competent group of 
people” in the government 
of this province and the 
time might well be right
Winner of 
The Lions Club 400 
April 24 Draw 
Arthur McKenzie 
Ticket #162
now, according to guest 
speaker Peter Pollen who 
addressed a meeting of the 
Saanich and the Islands 
Progressive Conservative 
Association at Royal Oak 
Inn on April 23.
For several years the 
eventual disintegration of 
Social Credit had been 
predicted, Pollen said. 
Stressing the fact that he 
was not speaking as a 
candidate for election or as 
a potential provincial 
leader, the former mayor of
Victoria, said that Premier 
Bennett was ill equipped to 
run his provincial party 
which had been badly 
damaged by a series of 
episodes in the past months.
Loyd Burdon was chosen 
president of the society; 
Philip McRae, vice- 
president; Ruth Arnaud, 
secretary; Irene Block, Tom 
Bradfield and Jim 





July 1, 12-6 p.m.
All Community Groups, Organizations are 
invited to sponsor a booth in the 1980 Sidney Day 
Fun Fair. For information or reservation please 
contact 656-5372 after four.
New School District Office
Six trustees 
to attend Mill rate shaved
Bab's Family 
Restaurant





Op«n Mon. Thru Sot. 9 o.m. • 8 p.m
Phono Aheod for FosforTokoout 
LIconsed 652-39S4
FAMILY RESTAURANT
I OPEN DAILY 11 AM
^ FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 







Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30
27fh ANNUAL 
Saanich Peninsula Arts & Crafts
SHOW a SALE
Presenting Watercolorist - Harry Heine
Saturday, May 3 10-5:30
Sunday, May 4 Sanscha Hall,
Admission 50' Sidney
Six trustees from Saanich 
school district will be 
present in Vancouver on 
May 1 to 4 at the 1980 
annual general meeting of 
the B.C. School Trustee 
Association.
They will be Rubymay 
Parrott, chairman of the 
BCSTA; Dr. Gerry 
Kristianson, J.E. Betts, 
Esther Galbraith and 
Walter Tangye.
Continued from Page 
chbasins on Beacon.
However, Aid. Ross Martin saia 
council should approve the financing of 
the project because “if we don’t seize it 
now we’re going to lose it.”
Martin said in a couple of years the 
project will cost a lot more than the 
estimated S60,000.
In other budget news council lowered 
the water utility rates from SI.85 per 
thousand gallons to $1.50 cents per 
thousanrf.
Sidney will spend some $450,000 on 
water utility in 1980: $150,000 in ad­
ministration; $80,000 for water pur­
chases; $195,(XX) for fiscal services such 
as debenture interest and principle; and 
$21,500 for distribution costs such as 
water system repairs, engineering, etc.
Meanwhile, sewer expenditures came 
in at S440,6(X) and the 1980 capital 
, expenditure program was set at $513,500 
— some $334,750 of which will go for 




1 e ] k ■qrr^
.Hi ill
A long-range plan to build a 100-bed 
intermediate care hospital in the Sidney 
area was moved forward one step when 
the provincial government announced 
that permission had been given in 
principle to the Seventh Day Adventist 
Church.
Whether or not the 11.5 acre site of 
the former Resthaven Hospital on the 
island adjacent to Sidney would again be 
used was not known. The site was on the
market briefly after a deal with Abacus 
Cities fell through. At that time church 
authorities said that any profit accruing 
from the sale of the land would be used 
for local health and community services.
Approval in principle was announced 
by Finance Minister Hugh Curtis and 
Health Minister Rafe Mair who said that 
construction schedules called for work 
to begin in April, 1981 with completion
a year later.' L'';;;'
Sea Breeze Cafe
9776 • 4th St. Sidney
,Beh:nd the Pos! Olfice
— SPECIALIZING IN — 
FISH & CHIPS 
Bteakfast-lunch-dinner
Open Dally 7:30 AM • 7:30 PM 
Closed Sunday 





















BEACON AVE., SIDNEY, 8.C.
The Finest in 
Family Dining




Evening Dining nil ■from 5 p.m.
(Closed Tuesdoys) For qu.Uity priiUing ut your menus ,uk1 hriicliures.
( ■■(, Wen Soonich Rd,
try Royal Ooh 
: > Shopping Ceorre
479.2120
i’.O.Bv'X ;n)8
Slilney. 11,C. \’.si -ICl 
656-0171
RESTAURANT






OPEN: MQN.-IHURS. 4“ ■ MIDNIGHT 
FBI,Sal. 4'’-l"a,m.
, SUNDAY 4* . 8* p.m.
A'!': "I'nifiiini icef
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944J
THE UPPER MALL - 5th & Beacon
FRIDAY a SATURDAY, MAY 2nd a 3rd 






Church of St. Mary, Parish Hall, 
1^3 Elgin Street, Oak Bay 
Thurs., May 8 — 7 -10 p.m,
Fri., May 9—1-4 p.m. — 7 -10 p.m. 
Sat., May 10-1-4 p.m. — 7 -10 p.m.
Bnrai
EAT III DE Tm OUT
junri
AMBDrSERS - FISH & CHIPS 
-ICECREAM 
Eat • Phone in ■ Take out
at jhti X'Road Mt. Niwton 
a East Saanich 
6S2-9313 J
• BUROEHKINO 
•CHICKEN •FISH 4 CHIPS
ftoaconPloxo Mall.SIdnay
656-5442
Lunn’s Pastry Deli 
& Coffee Shop
• Foncy Meou- 
■ Block Fofe«l Hanv 
■New Zeolontl Cheddar. 




/ANOei. CANO£ COVE. 
8*555^ MARINA
(a B P
Open Doily B;3Cio.ft'.',,; p.ar
6S6^2J9S
TIU-4lhSI„l<lney 
•CHICKEtt •PIB'i ‘BUPOERS 
• SOf net CREAM
.... !....Sidney.. ...... '"
Fish* Chips




9807 ■ 41 h Sl„ Sidney
656-67,22 yaki OUT
ESTESTMMEHT UniDE
’ ( W tjjlto your visitors B (rionds
ARDMOKEGOLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. A West Saanich Road, Sidney 
A cozy 9-hoIcf, ideal for families. Ikavuiful scenery and special twilight rates for 9-hole 
game. Clubs and can rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities — swimming beach. Phone 
656-4621,
BRENTWOOD INN. 7172 ttreniwood Drive, Hrenlwood. 652-2413.
THE rRAIRlE INN, comer Ml, Newton X Roads and Imsl Saanich Rd. 656-1575
Rcla-x by the fire and listen lo live cnicttainment while playing Chess, Cribbage, Checkers,
"dlacV.gammon, Darts-'br Pool, '
SIDNEYTRAVELOIKJE, 2280 Beacon Ave., Sidney. 65fHU76
Fontlet Placf every Friday and Saturday night 9 - 2 a,m., dance to the music of die 50’s
fr-frtiirinjj In thP! onnge, RiiyMfirqiH»i?i*roimtry^Fo|V Music, g'POp m toMlrfnlpbf
SALMON FtSIfING, Boat Rental, Guided Flildng Trips (all inclusive) Family fishing 
in the protected Saanich inlet. BRENTWOOD BOAT RENTALS at the Ferry Dtsck, 
flrentwootl Ray, Rhone652-1014,
1 FROM:
1 J.J. RECORD CENTRE
1 "Your Authorized Sanyo Dealer.”
1 656-7522
TABLES OF RECORDS a TAPES I
Up To 30% OFF 1
Sanyo Colour T.V.S and Microwave Ovens 1
1 FROM:
1 THE HAPPY COOKER
H “Kitchen Shop and Bath Boutiques”
1 656-4711
UptoSOmOffOn 1
PI ACEMATS - NAPKINS - KITCHEN GADGETS & AC- | 
CESSQRIES - COCKVAll. NAPKINS - COASTERS - COT- | 






/%/ (2 DAYS ONLY) : |
1' . " LTROM:'
1 TOWN SQUARE SHOES
y "A Treat For Your Feci,"
1 656-7331
Ladies' & Men's Shoes f





While You're Enjoying the Sidewalk Sale 1 
■ Stop In Book Your "WARM & GENTLE 1 
PERM" for Mothers’ Day |
1 FROM:
1 THE CAT’S WHISKERS
1 “Purr-Feet Fashion*”
1 ' 656-3342
-DRESSES - HOUSECOATS- TOPS I
- BLOUSES- SKIRTS - 1
SEE OUR Va Price Rack |
1 FROM:
1 P. A. L. S.
y “Play and l.earn Safely" Child Care 
H Centre,
P
Enjoy The Sidewalk Sale in Peace, 1
LEAVE YOUR CHILDREN WIIH US |





IN HER RESIDENCE AT
7226 SEAMOUNT CLOSE
652-3285SAANICHTON
Lli hiw 12 yt'urs Eiiropean 
experience • spcclallilng lii!
• Styling Haivents for l.mlies and Men,
• Curl or Body Wave I’ei ins
• Tweezing, Colour liye Itrows and Lanlirs,,
• Make-Up
•Before • .After coiiNiilluiton • l.lr will tlmiige 
ijour Image completely. IMtooe today, 652-:)}H5,
ALL CHILDREN tlNDI'R III 
- SPECIAL PRldi
20% off ALL PERMSDUUINO MAY
Ui is Open:
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Another shove for breakwater SUNDAYS 11-9
• Talks between the Sidney ad hoc breakwater 
committee and the federal small crafts harbors branch 
concerning the proposed Sidney breakwater received a 
push Monday from area MP Donald Munro.
Sidney mayor Norma Sealey said Munro has 
arranged for a meeting between the small crafts 
branch, the ad hoc committee, Sealey and himself for 
May 9 at the municipal hall to discuss current 
problems with the breakwater application for federal 
assistance.
Sealey said Munro wants to clarify some of the 
recent statements made by the small crafts branch.
Sealey’s comment came after Aid. Ross Martin
expressed some confusion about remarks made by 
federal small crafts branch director Warren Parkinson 
in another local newspaper last week.
In that article Parkinson said it was unlikely Sidney 
would receive federal assistance unless the breakwater 
would provide extraordinary benefits.
Martin said his recollection of an April 1 meeting 
with A.W. Ryall, and engineer with the small crafts 
branch, was very different than the statements made 
by Parkinson.
Martin indicated Ryall and Parkinson were ap­
parently not saying the same things to Sidney about 
the breakwater.
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9
R E96 F" ixi




The World’s most 
precious simulated
pearls. Each necklace 










WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
PRICES EFFEaiVE: MAY 1, 2, 3, & 4, 1980
Sidney council has agreed 
to take a look at the 
problem of shellfish 
contamination along the 
peninsula foreshore.
Council will sound out 
Central and North Saanich 
councils, and gauge local 
public opinion to see if 
more money should be 
spent to upgrade pollution 
control standards on the 
peninsula.
At Monday’s meeting 
Mayor Norma Sealey 
warned that shellfish 
contamination will continue 
on the peninsula beaches 
“until the people of the 
area are prepared to pay a 
very substantial increase” 
for pollution control and 
the other two peninsula 
municipalities agree to go 
-along.
Sealey’s comments came 
after council received a 
-letter from Murray M. 
Cameron, 8695 Lochside 
Dr., asking why there isn’t 
better treatment of sewage 
to lessen pollution.
Cameron said pollution 
of Tulista and Bazan Bay 
parks “should be a top 
priority of everyone in this 
district.
“I believe most taxpayers 
in this district would 
willingly pay more taxes to 
• have this problem studied • 
and , action faken,’’ 
Cameron said in the letter.
- Sealey told council a 
number of people in the 
area have indicated they are 
^ upset with the state of the 
shoreline. She added she 
has taken the problem to 
the Capital Regional Board 





A 33-ycar-old white Rock 
man was sentenced to a 30 
day jail term in Victoria 
provincial court in con­
nection with a shoplifting 
ii\cidcnt at Shoppers Drug 
Mart in Sidney April 10.
Ihomus Brian .larvis 
pleaded guilty lo possession 
of stolen properly and was 
placed on 12 months 
|irnbation and ordered to 
take alcohol counselling as 
tlirected,
Court was told Sidney 
lU'M 1^ were called late on 
the afternoon of April 10 in 
connection with a 
shopl'l'iii'K incident at 
Shoppers Drug Mart.
acceptable for the type of 
treatment agreed to.
Standards for the sewage 
treatment plants meet the 
standard water quality for 
bathing beaches and not 
shellfish, Sealey said.
She said this difference in 
standard creates a semi- 
false impression with the 
public about the degree of 
pollution on the foreshore.
The only solution, Sealey 
said, is to go to a higher 
degree of pollution 
treatment, but that means 
more money.
Right now the plants in 
Sidney treat sewage to a 
secondary stage. Any 
upgrading would mean the 
sewage would be treated at 
the tertiary stage — almost 
100 per cent pure water 
Sealey said.
Aid. Glenh McMillan 
suggested it is the job of the 
CRD to treat the sewage 
properly, but Sealey ex­
plained that the CRD only 
provides the treatment 
Sidney has agreed to pay 
for.
If Sidney wants to im­
prove the treatment, the 
CRD would be happy to go
along with it---- but she
again stressed the costs 
would be “ extreme’ ’ to 
upgrade to the level Cof 
shellfish contamination. ; v
Waddliiig Dog lee
This Week's Special
Soup of the Day 
or
Chef’s Salad 








SUNDAY BUFFET ’ :
We will be carving a Hip of Beef to suit your taste.
■ ' ^7.95 ' ;T2 Noon tolS 'P.IVl. : .
< • No Reservations Necessary ’
2476 Mt. Newton XRd. 652-1146j
On Patricia Bay Highway, 5 Miles from Ferry I





to May 10th, 1980
ALSO ANNOUNCING




TWO STORES IN ONE
BOTH AT
2436 Beacon Ave.





And wn .tro timn lo sorve Hr. 
moving population, If you have , 
jusi rnovud inlo now homo,





20 VARIETIES OF COFFEE 






FRI. & SAT. ONLY
Roasting
Chickens




































2 lb. 2 lb,
24 oz.
McCAIN













Mn y s , '
, Coffee Warmers 
Special imported Teas
wift.ioiitii (pUNVifiiiila^ |l•ll•ll•ll# 1
* • INTRODUCTORY OFFER
i
► s THIS COUPON WORTH 1'
W W rOFFEE
1'
.I ■' ■ at the.,' 3.
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. There’s something fantastic about this 
tunnel-bridge-fixed link to the mainalnd 
proposal — a detachment from reality and, 
for that reason, not too many people expect it 
to materialize. But, if it did, it would, in a 
short time, irrevocably change the style of life 
on this Vancouver Island. That much is 
conceded by everybody.
One can only speculate on the type of 
change but it probably would mean an influx 
of people from the mainland. With them they 
would bring their wallets, the content of 
which would be a matter of total concern to 
the merchants of Victoria and their mouth­
piece the chamber of commerce and to 
hucksters of food, drink and ac­
commodation up and down the Island.
These people, hordes Of them perhaps, 
would come in automobiles and traffic 
problenis,, already increasing in gravity, 
would become horrendous. Arteries like the 
Pat Bay Highway, which are becoming more 
and more clogged each season, would turn 
into traffic nightmares. As it now is at least 
some of the tourists who arrive here come on 
foot and it is possible to keep them more or 
less contained in Victoria and environs but, if 
they all came by car and in greater than ever 
numbers, one shudders to think. Not slowly 
but surely the whole character of Vancouver 
Island would change. What it would become,
\ve don’t know, but it is safeTo assume that it 
would not be the placewe now love and to 
which mariy of us have re:treated. y , ;
y be faC^ ih cprisideration- Qf this plan: There^^^^^yy 
is a case toybie made^ perhaps. Tor the prin- y: 
Tciple of free access to this and other parts of ; 
the country for all Canadians; and it would be 
y y quite wroitg for residents of the Island to 
place any impediment in the way of visitors. 
But there is access now. Admittedly the ferry 
link to the Mainland is becoming more and 
more congested but is that any reason why we 
should build a broad highway and admit 
enough people to spoil the very atmosphere 
for which the Island is famous and which now . 
attracts guests from all over the world. Surely 
this would be a self-defeating move.
The voice of reason would seem to be that 
of Sam Bawlf’s former cabinet colleague Jack 
Davis, who, himself once occupied the chair 
at the head of the B.C. Ferry’s board of 
directors.
The fixed link is just not needed at this 
time, Davis said. Improve the present service 
and add a short ferry link across the Strait of 
Georgia. Start thinking about the bridge- 
tunnel about the year 2,000. And, it would 
co.st half a billion dollars, perhaps, as 
compared to $3 to $5 billion.
The economic choice is obvious, Davis 
says. Improve our present ferry fleet. Add the
Iona to Gabriola crossing and four times as 
many cars and people could be carried -- and 
the equivalent of a year’s provincial taxation 
''./ysaved.,,. .
Even this remedy has an ominous sound to 
those who fear the encroachment of more and 
more people but it would be infinitely better 
than the mad fixed-link scheme.
WEATHER SUMMARY .
Max. Temp. (Apr. 27) 19.5®C














RecordMax. (Apr. 25/71) 24.4‘>C 
Mean Min. 4.5®C
Record Min. (Apr. 26/48) . *1.7®C 
Mean Temp. 9.0*^
Precipitation 353.8 mm
A picture of pure serenity is a quiet tug hauling booms on a peaceful day at sea. Not 
even a gull to disturb the placid surface of the sait chuck.
letters
APPALLING
I can think of few things that could possibly have less 
impact upon global affairs than the deliberations of the 
North Saanich council. And in the light of the reduction 
on Monday evening that they have among them at least 
one and possibly two gentlemen with distinctly racist 
attitudes, we should perhaps be grateful for their in­
significance.
, It doesn’t take much to bring bigotry to the surface, 
and.Monday’s council discussion on whether or not to 
donate a miniscule $400 to the refugee aid centre in 
Victoria, was enough. Aid. Bingham’s reference to 
Indo-Chinese refugees as less desirable immigrants, and 
less responsible than Europeans, is typical of the 
. arrogant and ignorant European colonial mentality that 
has done more to puU the world apart than anything else 
I can think of.
The refugees of the world need compassion, love, and 
a tremendous amount of help. Aid. Bingham’s remarks 
are a disgraceful insult to a delicate and sensitive people. 
His lack of interest in their current plight, and his 
Willingness to withold a paltry token donation from 
them, shows in my opinion, a lack of social awareness 
and consciousness that is simply appalling.
Bingham’s certainly doesn’t represent me in this 
matter, and 1 suspect that there are a-lot of people in 
North Saanich who are as sickened by such narrow­
minded racism, as lam. 4 ^ :
, Geoffrey Potter
:■■'.>49459 W. Saanich Rd.
WILFUL NEGLECT
1 would like to call people’s attention to the wilful 
neglect of the animal population in the Greater 
Tyictbria area;-The Society sees it in nriariy ways. The 
area has a continuing monthly unwanted animal 
population of about 120 dogs and 200 cats. How do 
\ve know? Because those* are the numbers we must 
humanely euthanize each month. These are the lucky 
; .ones.4':
The unlucky ones are those that are left to stray and 
come in to us as injured animals, hit by cars or 
otherwise abused. There are also those that are 
mistreated or are neglected and left without food or 
water. Some people do not realize their responsibilities 
toward the animals they own.
The humane organizations of Canada and the 
United Stales have set aside a ‘‘Be Kind to Animals 
Week”, which lakes place'the first full week of May 
each year. This-year it will be May 4th to 10th in­
clusive. During this week it is the aim of all humane 
societies to inform the public of their responsibilities 
and to encourage them to be kind to animals. The 
public, starting with our children, need to be informed 
and during this week special emphasis will be given to 
this problem.
There will he a service and lilc.ssing of (he animals a( 
S(. Sleiihen’sAngliean Church on McPhull Road al 
2:.10 p.m., Sunday, May 4.
During the week there will be a display in the 
Hillside Mall of an animal ambulance along with 
liieraiure and information on animal care. There will 
be special information on spaying and neutering of 
animals to encourage people to help reduce the tin-, 
wanted animal population.
Help us to apprise people of this problem, .loin us, 
.See our display, subscribe to a membership or make a 
donation titai will help tis care for Ihe animals of the 
Grealcr Victoria area, V ,
.lo.seph 1*'. Henld, 
Secreiary-Munnuer,
. H.C. S.P.C.A., VIelorIn Hrauch
3I50NupierH(.
60'VKARSAGO:
l''roin (he April 29, l')20is.mic uf The Review
Pete Tester informed the Review the oilier day dial 
he is considering the advisability of building n hospital 
for “diseased” niotor cars. One of the unique features 
of this contemplated building wonUl be iliat ilic lop 
storey would contain padded cells for owners and 
cliaiiffeurs.'Application.'i for “space’’ on tlic top Hat 
arc already in from scveial of our enterprising citizens, 
among them Bert Bishop, Pete Coleman, Geo. 
Dickson, and others,
Letter to lire Editor — Dettr Sin 1 notice an item In 
your paper of the 15tlii rcgartling the feat of Mr. Guy 
Walker, who walked to Victoria from Sidney during 
the severe snow blockade of 191 ,'5-16. That was in tlte 
prc*prol»ibilton days and I would like to know if Mi. 
Walker could repeat the performance nmler the 
present conditions, as the item suggests. Hoping to 
have a reply itom Mr. Guy Walker, I am, Votus 
Sincerely, “An Old Subscriber."
,,,50 YEARS AGOi '■
From Ihr M«.v I, I9:i0 Uitiie of The Review
Many local people witnessed the partial eclipse of 
(lie iiin on Monday morhlng when tlte moon cast its 
shadow over the earth by blotting out a portion of the 
sun’s rays. SPiokcd glasses were used by many to view
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of .
whvU marim
new and used ® sail and power
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Rcsthavett)
FULFORD HARBOUR 
Times Shown are “Standard Times”
FULFORD HARBOUR
Thu. 0425 9.5 1120 2.4 1915 9.8
Fri. 0000 7.6 0450 9.4 1155 2.1 1950 10.0
Sat. 0055 7.9 0505 9.2 1240 1.9 2035 10.2
Sun. 0150 8.2 0545 9.0 1315 1.9 2125 10.4
Mon. 0305 8.3 0605 8.8 1400 2.1 2230 10.5
Tue. 0420 8.2 0700 7.4 1445 2.4 2310 10.6











ineinhcrship I'oc up- 
plivable lowaid t)iii 
SDR I'/CE
GOOD WORK
My attention has been drawn to a news item which 
appeared on the front page of your newspaper of April 
1st, 1980, regarding obstetrics at the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital in which it is stated that “the board’s decision 
came following a letter Sidney Mayor Sealey delivered 
by hand to the board March 25lh. in which she urged 
trustees clarify their position regarding the proposed 
removal of obstetric services from the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital.”
I would like to point out to your readers that the 
board’s decision came following a letter from the 
medical staff requesting the board’s support to 
“maintain an obstetric service in the hospital.” The 
board was unanimous in its support and the decision 
made without the knowledge of Mayor Sealey’s letter, 
which through some unfortunate circumstance did not 
surface until our board meeting on April 23rd, 1980.
Personally, I feel that the citizens of the three nor­
thern municipalities are very fortunate that their 
representatives on the Capital Regional District’s 
Hospital Board have worked so well together in 
presenting the feelings of their communities for the 
retention of low risk obstetrics at the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital. Harold Parrott, North Saanich Alderman and 
Mayor Dave Hill, Central Saanich together with Mayor 
Norma Sealey of Sidney, we salute you! Keep up the 
gbodwOrk!
Nell Horth'4 ■
Trustee, Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
10837 Deep Cove Road
•kl. , hearing month
Themiorith of May is“Hearing Awareness Month’’ 
across Canada. We want to draw attention to the nearly . 
2,0(X),000 Canadians who are hearing impaired. Our 
goal is to educate the public about hearing impairment 
and to make people awar,e that there is an agency for 
deaf and hard-of-hearing children and adults .
May is .Hearing Awareness Month. See the Deaf and 
Hard-of-Hearing Institute’s display in Hillside MalTon 
Friday, May 2nd and Saturday, May 3rd. See us there 
for questions or concerns about aspect of hearing 
impairment or phone; Deaf and Hard-of-Hcaring 
’liLstitute at 384-8088,
' Ann Whittaker
Suite 7-671 Fort Street 
Victoria
NORAD RENEWAL
Next month, May 1980, Canada’s membership in 
NORAD (North-American Air Defence Treaty) comes 
up for renewal. Our country’s involvement in this 
treaty, besides “protection of Canada” (?) involves 
“surveillance and warning systems in anti-submarine 
defence and in measures designed to protect the 
retaliuiory capacity of the U.S.” (1975 renewal 
document).
NORAD docs not serve Canada’s interests. In 1975 
Richard Rohmer, author and re.servc military officer, 
slated tluil it could contribiiie to Canada’s' subservience 
to tile U.S, This prediction 1ms proven lo be correct.-In 
tlte 1975 renewal contract Canadian commanders were 
to have charge of Canadian air space. But the 
November 1979 six luimiie alert originating in a 
computer error at NROAD Itctulqiiarlcrs in Colorado 
1ms sltowii how little control Canada Itas.
Because of our involvement in NOU.AD wc expend 
billions of dollars , (4-5 billion alone for oiiulaicd 
dcl'eeiive F18A figlucr planes) wliich line tlic pockets of 






Sunday, May 4lh 
9:45 a.m. - Sunday





Tuesday, May 6 
6:30 p.m. Pioneer
Girls
Wednesday, May 7 
7:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
& Prayer Meeting.
656-5012 or 656-4537
Anglican Church of Canada
THE PARISH 




' ; Patricia Bay;


















Rev. Robert Shnsom 
656-4870 — 656-5322
ilic I'iire Spectacle, business was forgotten for a time 
and many tales ’of former such like occurrances 
related.
40VEARS A(;0!
From llie Muy 1, 1940 issue of The Review,
Tlic scciiiid aiiinml Fireman's Ball held Friday 
evening in Stacey's Hall, Sidney, proved one of the 
major aiinictions of tlte season with nearly 4(X) gnesis 
in iiiieiuliince. The liall was field under the patronage 
of Air Commodore A.B. Godfrey, Air Officer 
Coinnunuilng, Western Air Command, and Mrs, 
GtHlfrey, .and was represented Ity Flying Officer U.F, 
Ikgg, conunaiHling the 111th Detachment, RCAF, 
Ihilticia Bay. Sidney. "
.30 YEARS AGOt
From (he May 3,1950 Issat* pf The Review 
.Kthn Miinsiin Malcolm, Saanich pioneer, passed 
away iltis week at tlte age of 85. Malcolm and his 
I'aniily first ntoved to Mount Newton Crossroad in 
1915 wlieie (hey I armed lor many years, Me wu.s the 
111 icklayer for the eltimiteys at the Prairie Inn.
SIdnev and area prepared for the likclv transfer of 
Doiikliobots Iforn ilu* Kootenay region to the Saanich 
PenitiMila following weeks of arson and deittruction in 
that atea, News reports indlcnic that a number of the 
adult oHLiiders may again be confined to Piers Island,
a stone's ilirow north of the .Saanich Peniitsnia, where 
many Were previously imprisoned for (he same 
mistlemeanors hefpre the war. Children are likely to be 
quariered in tlte ronricr RCAF lutspilal on Mills Road, 
2t) YEARS AGO!
Ermn the May 4,196(Ussiii'of The Review.
Charles Harris, Brentwood plumber, will serve a 
second term as prcskleni of Central Saanich Chamber 
of Coinmeree. Also elected were William Chaiterton, 
vlce-presitlcni; M.O. Goodnumson, secretary; Ron 
Frampton, treasurer; and directors R.G, l.cc, Don 
McMuldrocb, Thomas Parkin, Carl Richmond, Ed 
Wilkinson, Harolil Andrew, anti,,I, T. McKeviit.
10 YEARS AGO:
From (he May 6,1970 Issue of The Review
A prodigal pet squirrel monkey named Ko-Ko wa.s 
ttacked down iuid shot by Nottit Saanich animal 
conlrollcr Colin Ncllhorpc Suiulay. Ko-Ko belonged 
to Mr, and Mrs, Harry I’lnkcr of 589 Downey for 
abuiii sis luonllis.
A scateh by Ncllbrope and RCMP spotted Ko-Ko in 
a tree komc distance from home. Ilowevcr he did not 
respond to enticcinenis and preferred to siav free.
Nclihorpe nearly got lbs hands on Ko-Ko, “But he 
snapped at me. so J slioi Itirn and bneied him," said 
the conn oiler, “Me was a menace and could have got 
in a house and frightened old people.”













11:15 a.m. Communion 
2:30 p.m. - Animal 
Welfare Service (bring 
pels).
Rev. Ivan Flitter 
652-28J2 
Ornce6S24311 




Now meet al the Moose 
















Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478
Stelly’s Seepndary School 1627 Stelly’s Cross Rd.
SAANICHTON 
BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Meets each Sunday 
Keating Elem. School 
6843 Central Saanich'Rd. 
Lord’s Supper 9:30 a.m. 
Family Service 11 ;00 a.m. 







9:45 a.m. . Family 
/Hour














792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Hay







Rev. Will Dobson 
652-38()0 
Wardens:














Pastor Tom Gardner 
Orricc: 6.56.3544 
Home: 652.4521 
-“In essentials • unity; in 
non-es.sentials - liberty; 


































Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 
Res. 656-7484 
Office 656-2721
The Church By The Lake
Elk Lake
Community Baptist 
5363 Pat Bay Highway 
9:30 a.m. Family
; ■ Church School 
10:30 a.m. - Morning
/:::/.;4',v, ^^'--'-'Sei-vice 
Nursery & Junior 
Church
Minister J.C.A. Barton 
652-3676
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030 Third St., Sidney
(while under construction) 
V Saturday Mass only 










11 :(X) a.m. Worship
7:30 p.m, Wednesday 
Prayer’
AI.l. ARE WELCOME






7008 W. Sunnich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
















7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
“Preaching the Chrlst- 
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More letters
^Continued from Page 4
much better serve the interests of the Canadian people if 
it were spent on much needed social services which have 
been drastically cut.
Continued membership in NORAD also involves 
Canada in the U.S. government’s attempts to renew the 
cold war.
Concerned citizens must demand that Canada end its 
involvement in this treaty when it comes up for renewal 
next month. Write to Prime Minister Trudeau and 
Defence Minister MacGuigan voicing your concerns.
Freda Knott 
for the Victoria Coalition 
for Disarmament 
1831 Fern St., 
Victoria, B.C.
CONCERNED
As a resident of Sidney, I am concerned over the 
reasons why Sidney RCMP and Sidney council object to 
. Aid. Ben Ethier’s .series of articles on individual rights. 
Mr. Ethicr’s attempt to inform people, should earn him 
a permanent place on town council.
. If Sidney RCMP thinks their job will be easier when 
the town’s people are kept in ignorance of their rights, 






Re: letter on your last issue ‘Tunnel Vision’:
.The writer expressed deep concern at the prospects 
of : a fixed link between the Mainland and Vancouver 
l^^and. He offered suggestions to improve the ferry 
Service; one suggestion I take exception to and 1 quote! 
Dut-of-province tourists coming in motor homes or 
^ouse trailers to pay substantially higher rates for 
:'t ferry transportation, since their expenditure on ac- 
y'' commodation will provide very little revenue for the 
Island!
This is most distasteful; very discriminating indeed!
1 welcome these campers, to this stately Isle set in a 
Silvery sea! (full of pollution), they enjoy this out­
door’s holiday, and many cannot afford the luxury of 
motel and restaurant accommodation.
If the businesses offering accommodations and 
meals are not prepared to be competitive, and if the 
people are to be selective of who comes and goes, then 
forget about keeping this a ‘Tight Little Island’ with 
the afternoon teas, and the approach of‘I’m OK Jack, 
, don’t rock my boat’ and let the Trans Canada High­
way be continued to the Island by a fixed link. ,
Or should the Island separate? Very popular these 
days, and at least be rid of ‘French submersion’.
G.K. Chapman 
6640 Welch Rd. 
R.R.3
THANK YOU
On behalf of the 10th Tsartlip scout troop of Shady 
Creek. I should like to express oUr sincere appreciation 
to Constable Peter Martin of the Central Saanich 
Police Dept, for a most interesting address to the 
scouts on the occasion of their receiving the arrowhead 
badge this "past vyeek.:^^-:':
, This event was but one of the many interesting and ; 
challenging programes available to our growing scout 
troop in Central Saanich. For more information please 
call Len Ethier 652-3705.
Michael Newman 
6261 Central Saanich Rd.
LETTER TO MAIR
1 have been a resident of Central Saanich for the 
past 30 years and, though no longer directly affected 
by the location of obstetrical services, v.'ish to record 
my concern over the proposed removal of such ser­
vices from the Saanich Peninsula Hospital to 
Helmcken Road.
Having given birth to two children in the 1940’s 
under less than ideal circumstances, it is my strong 
feeling that expectant mothers really need the support 
of their family physicians and if obstetric services arc 
withdrawn from the Saanich Peninsula Hospital, it is 
unreasonable to expect a family physician with a busy 
practice to travel long distances to attend a birth.
The case has been brought forward for the ad­
vantages of having obstetric services concentrated in 
one hospital within the Regional District where all 
specialized care is available. Surely, a large majority of 
births are normal and, where conditions arc known to 
be abnormal, the patient is referred to a specialist in 
any event.
Consideration should be given to the problems 
conl’ronling expectant mothers residing in Sidney, 
Central and North Saanich who may I'ind that their 
family physician can no longer attend them in 
childbirth.
We have a very fine service in our Saanich Peninsua 
Hospital and the physiciatis who practise there should 
have all the support possible rather than have tin- 
necessary obstacles placed in the way ofearrying out 
their practice.
I’leasc, Mr. Mair, take a second took al the 
proposed plans for the new hospital on Helmcken 
^ Road.
(Mrs.] Pulriciii L. Woods,
nox,n2
► Brentwood Hay n.C.
New courtroom 
site considered
A vacant space behind 
Sidney town hall — an area 
bounded by 3rd Street and 
Mount Baker — may be 
just the site the B.C. 
Buildings Corporation is 
seeking for construction of 
the new courtroom.
Town administrator 
Geoff Logan said recently. 





The property adjacent to 
the sewage treatment plant 
on 5th Street will not be 
bought by Sidney council 
and used for playing fields. 
Mayor Norma Sealey said 
recently.
Sealey made the com­
ment during public question 
period at Sidney council’s 
April 14 meeting.
Local resident Chuck 
Harvey noted the land was 
for sale, and pointed out 
that land is getting more 
scarce as the population 
grows.
He said there is a lack of 
playing fields right now in 
Sidney, and it will be even 
worse in another five or 10 
years.
Sealey said there are 
enough playing fields for 
the size of the community 
with those on Sanscha and 
the proposed fields at 
Iroquois Park.
She added that the land 
adjacent to the treatment 
plant may not be desirable 
for playing fields at current 
J real estate prices. ; ; ; ■
currently under con­
sideration.
Sidney council recently 
purchased a house back of 
the town hall for $55,000. 
Council has a policy to buy 
up all houses in the block 
adjacent to the municipal 
hall when they become 
vacant.
The house will be sold by 
tender and moved off the 
lot to another site. At an 
April 14 council meeting 
Aid. Ben Ethier opposed 
the immediate sale of the 
house, saying he saw no 
rush in moving it, especially
since there is a housing 
shortage in the area. 
Aldermen Ross Martin and 
Daryl Ashby agreed.
Martin pointed out there 
was no one living in the 
house at this time and Ash­
by asked if council had 
considered renting it.
But Mayor Norma Sealey 
said administrative staff felt 
the town shouldn’t move 
into the renting field at this 
time and apparently has 
had problems with rental 
units it has owned in the 
past.
Martin said there were
two factors against renting 
the house: the nuisance it 
presents to council in 
maintenance and landlord- 
tenant problems and, he 
said, it would take at least 
60 days to clear it if council 
wanted to use the property 
for something else. Sealey, 
however, said the residence 
is too small for community 
gr.oups in need of space.
BCBC meanwhile hopes 
to build a permanent 
courthouse to ac­
commodate the courtroom, 
judge’s chambers, public 
waiting and interviewing
rooms, witness and police 
waiting space, and ad­
ministration area and acute 
holding facilities. Estimated 
cost is between $3(K),000 
and $350,000.
Initially the court will 
likely sit two-and-a-half to 
three days a week and when 
established, sitting will 





SpecialsJack & Elsie MacAulay
PRICES EFFECTIVE APRIL 30 - MAY 9/80








LOBSTER TAiLS PORK CHOPS 
END CUT 51^00










3 LB. BAG ^^LB
STEW
BONELESS $189




TURKEY 1 SPARE RIBS DRUMSTICKS smIll
PACK lOLB.CHUCK, $C£|90
5 LB. T-BONE, 5 LB. CLUB, 5 LB. SIRLOIN
Weight loss in cutting, boning and 
trimming will increase the prices per pound
Mon. -Thur. 8-5 p.m. Fri. 8-6 p.m. Closed Sat. & Sun.





You'll be sending her beautiful fresh carnations for the times you lost your 
shoes, White daisies for the times you lost yourself, And an exclusive FTD 
hand-decorated Posy Pail"'' for the times you forgot to remember. Gall or 
visit us today We can send the Big Hug" Bouquet just about anywhere,, 
the FTD way. And we have lots of other great Mother's Day ideas too
Florist
2499 Beacon 656*3313 ^














Tin; Newman Farnily hai'i'ilv iinnniiiuOi the inu. 
ciiiisc of The Country Kitchen Irnin M.titnrvi .mkI John 
Ahl'ot, who lire reiirinu. , " , ,
Yon won't find m.iny chiinges in this wiinn l.iinily 
icstiiur.int - the saine tr.ulliion of lunnc-cnnliinii, hoific- 
li.ikini) iiiulold'f.ohioncd |'iiH ch, in .icosy annosf'tu'rr, will 
rofitlniK' And the •iaim,' Irit’iully '•’'At n il! he on hand
Drop in Hoon to meet u«!
.Siiiriinu Miiy I, onr hoiiis will Iw cxu'iwlcd;,
Country Kitchen
f .V' ' i-i.
The
l-roin 7 ,nin, to P- p.m,
® A licensed family lestiinmnl •
Brentwood Shoppinj! Plaza
652-1192
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KIDS, BIKES, POLICE, 
LIONS TEAM UP
Sidney Elementary beat 
out four other local 
elementary schools to win 
the Sidney Lions Club 
trophy as top school in the 
3rd annual Sidney RCMP
and Lions Club bike rodeo 
Sunday afternoon in 
Panorama Leisure Centre.
Top individual girl rider 
was Kanina Creek of 
McTavish school, while
Sidney elementary’s Cory 
Stinka captured the top 
boy’s award.
One to Five taking part.
Each contestant was 
awarded a bicycle safety
r
Family Restaurant
812 VERDIER, BRENTWOOD BAY
For Chiiiese and Western Food
DINE IN - TAKE OUT 








SEE CONTTEST DETAILS & EhTTER
*Seeds
*Gardeh Tools
*A full line of Green Valley 
fertilizers including the new 
“Ultra Green” for lush lawns
♦Toro and Lawn Boy mowers
♦And fencing of all types
Serving Victoria & the Peninsula 6 Days a Week 
With a Full Range of Building Materials
certificate for demon­
strating safe and proper 
bicycle handling skill. 
Prizes and trophies were 
also handed out to top 
contestants in various 
categories.
In Grade One, Brenda 
Nelson captured the top girl 
award and was also named 
top rider for that grade. A 
Sansbury school student, 
Brenda was awarded an 
RCMP plaque and a 
bicycle.
Jason Gray of McTavish 
was the top boy rider in 
Grade One and was given 
an RCMP plaque for his 
efforts.
A plaque and bicycle 
went to Kenneth Boganes, 
of Sansbury elementary, for 
top spot in the Grade Two 
section. Deep Cove 
elementary’s Shannon 
Hope received a plaque for 
top girl rider in that grade.
Cory Stinka of Sidney 
school won a plaque and 
bicycle for top rider in 
Grade Three while Melanie 
Millar, also of Sidney 
school, received a plaque as 
top girl rider.
Kanina Creek of 
McTavish was named 
Grade Four champion and 
given a plaque and bicycle, 
while Darren Hughes of 
Sansbury took top boy’s 
spot in that section and 
received a plaque.
Finally, Graham Bewley 
of Sidney elementary was 
top rider in Grade Five, 
winning a plaque and 
bicycle for his efforts. 
Alison Buitendyk, also of 
Sidney school, won first 
place in the girl’s section 
and was given a plaque.
Buitendyk was also 
named runner-up in the 
overall award for top girl 
rider, and Hughes was 
runner-up overall in the 
race for top boy rider.
A draw for a bicycle was 
won by Tasha Hickey, a 




& I ow a-v, P-c..
Youngster completes pylon section of bike rodeo at Panorama 
Leisure Centre Sunday.
DEHT1-4L DdSlCJw/pKAFT! uc, 
L-sipekiTUL <:£>H«rEuc-TlOM
Te-'f
.-,>M M e ts/fueiJ t TV
s
’vP. u':'K:-; '
2046 Keating X Rd
IBUILD IT RIGHT WITHI
WinO^
BUILDING CENTRES
, Prices e((ec<lve 
JIIIMsy/lh
or while stocks ieil
WOOD IS WHAT WINDSOR 
IS ALL ABOUT
it
BEAUTIFUL - PBE-FINISHED WALL PANELS WE BOUGHT 








VARIOUS WOOD GR/ON PATTERNS 
V'GROOVED - SLIGHT pRElGHT DAMAGE















PANELLING' ■ I 'Lih 'x’L■ f'.i', .■(.,.,,1,Ill „ wnj]' -v t
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BEDROOM PANELS






1 Canadian Codor1 Canodian Birch1 1/0" Wood Grain J/I99 j Hardboord W ^
TOPS 1
Liltex Stain 1
White & Brown 1
\
■ Hen*
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4' HurulloSO Pc«. 16,49 
6'Dund|o50Pc5.$9.95 








UuviMt'mjjMi. f,h*(i I'dogHtm ,, now 
on iMVugv f 'lHPijid'iH in-snUUiunCidl up Id i'^OOfXT Oovitnimnni girtui on KlftuliMiOd it yOld Inmiu wdii ladil hi'IOMi lUdi pnuilft fti yinif WiNlk^OH tUOME
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complaint that today’s education 
! system isn’t what it should be, but at Stelly’s secon­
dary school someone is doing something right.
five-member junior mathematics team 
placed second in the lower Island and 10th in B.G. in 
‘ recent nationwide junior math contest.
InOaddition, Grade 11 student Raymond Lew 
, topped:;all\students on the lower Island came 5th 
out pf„3,71S students in the province, and 42nd in all 
Cah^^^'out of more than 26,000 students who took 
.part'.l''''-\
,:?? Lew was'named to the lower Island, provincial, and 
; ■ national hpribur rolls for his marks. ■
The contest has been staged for a number of years, 
and is sponsored by the Uniyersity of Waterloo in 
Ontario, and Mutural Life Assurance Co.
It is open to secondary school students up to Grade 
11, and consists of 30 multiple choice questions 
ranging from very simple to difficult questions, some 
of which haye taken some Math teachers hours to 
solve.
A time limit of one hour is placed on the contest.
This year 26,142 students from 1,076 schools over 
nine provinces took part.
Stelly’s school team consisted of Lew, Gordon 
Murphy — a Grade 10 student eligible for the contest 
again next year. Murphy placed 16th on the lower 
Island honour roll, 4th on the Grade 10 lower Island 
honour roll, and also earned a spot on the B.C. 
honour roll.
Don Sather, another grade Tl student, was also 
named to the lower Island honour roll as was Ian 
Wijesinghe, also in Grade 11.
Shaunne O’Brien rounded out the team as the fifth 
member.
Stelly’s team competed against 157 schools in B.C. 
and was in the top 10 per cent of schools niiiionwide.
In all, 56 students from honours mathematics 
classes in Grades Nine to 11 wrote the conlc.st with 
four ranking in the top 5 per cent nationally.
Chairman of Stelly’.s math department, Ccc 
: Dickinson, said he was a “bit surprised” at Lew's 
results. "We knew he is bright, but he doesn’t push 
himself," Dickinson said.
He added, "Everything seemed to come together for 
Lew and his marks helped pull the team into ii.s fine 
finish," .
Dickinson also said tlte setiool team has improved 
Its ranking each year over the last three years on the 
eonte,st, and the Grade Nine and 10 team rankings 
seem to indicate the honours mail) program from 
Grade Nine on its improving the performance of the 
gifted students.
The Grade Nines were coached by Miss Hall, wliilc 




Mr. and Mrs. D. 
Holloway, East Saanich 
Road, returned home 
recently from a week’s 
holiday in the Prince 
George area with Mr. 
Holloway’s daughter and 
family.
♦ * ♦
Ed Harrison, Penticton 
— a former resident of 
Central Saanich — spent 
last week' Visiting friends 
and relatives in Central 
Saanich and Victoria.




6:00 p.m. May 4
Oldfield Road Gospel Chapel
TRAFALGAR SQUARE 
Corner of Wallace Drive & West Saanich Road
BREMTWOOD BAY
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North Saanich council’s 
planning commillcc will 
con.ddcr a request by 
Utley’s Galleries, 91R2 East 
Saanich Rond, to allow 
instruction In graphic and 
performing' arts within the 
gallerv,
The gallery housed In an 
old church building — Is 
currentfv zoned fontsc only 
ns (in art gallery and nn 
exhibition display area, and 
for the .sale of paintings, 
ficulpiurc and other an 
objects,
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH)
KINDERGARTEN REGISTRATION
FOR SEPTEMBER CLASSES, 1980
Registration for Kindergarten will take place at most District rilcmcnlnry Schools 
(exceptions arc Beaver Lake School, Dtirrance Scliool, Elk Lake School and 
McTavish School).
DA TE: Wednesday, May 7,1980; 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
mG/W/L/ry> All children born in 1975
(BRING PROOF OF AGE - BIRTH CERTIFICATE PREFERRED)
Register at your closest Elementary School, but be advi.scd that your child could be 
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TURKEYS
Frozen 6 to 12 fb. (2.72 to 5.44 kg.)
(4.93 ^.) Utility Grade
GROUND BEEF Regular Quality (*2.62 kg.) lb. LeanQuality(*4.16)
Bel-air, Frozen 
Concentrate, Reg. or 










Instant Coffee MaxwellHouse 10 oz. [283 g] Jar
















No. 1 Grade each
Red or Green 
California
No. I Grade ^(53* kg.) £i lbs.
Wo reserve the right to limit Quantities. Sales in retail Quantities only.
•fe fiiU
.('S
Prices Effective Aprii 28 to May 3 
in your Friendly 
Sidney Safeway Store


















Sidney Nsws and Vorlofy 
®®'’‘lon Hulmo
SIdnayCondymon
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Sidney Fashion Flair 
Frederick's Shoos 
Harvey's Sporting Goods 
Sidney Music 

















Pood Giant lit • * i 
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SHOP LOCALLY FOE FMiENDLY-SEMWiCE AND COMPETEJiVE PMiCiNG
ANTIQUES AND SECOND HAND
Brentwood Bargain Barn 
7115 West Saanich 652-1711 
Danish Upholstery & Drapes 
7177 W, Saanich Rd.-652-1591 





J R Ceramic Stop 




Foot of Beacon — 656-2642
HARDWARE continued LUMBER AND SUPPLIES
Brentwood Candyman





Brentwood Florist and Garden Shop 
7 111 West Saanich Rd. - 652-2131 
Holloway’s Sidney Florist 
2499 BoaconAvo,-656-3313

















2388 Beacon Ave, —656-3422




2605 Beacon Avo. -656-4812
ARTS AND CRAFTS
Marsh Centro of Art
2447 Beacon Avo. - 656-0222
SidneyArt
2505 BeaconAve. - 656-4812
CHILDCARE 
P.a.Ls. Child Centre 
#210 -2405 BoaconAvo, ■656-7822
CONTRACTORS
Keyward Industries
10114 McDonald Park Rd,-656-7201
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES
Danish Upholstery & Drapes 
7177 W, Saanich Rd,-- 652-1591 
Island Furniture Mart 
2513 BoaconAvo.- 656-3724
HOTELS. MOTELS AND INNS
Hotel Sidney
2537 BeaconAve,-656-1131 
Victoria Airport Travelodgo 






10134 McDonald Park Rd,-656-4033
Marsh Marino Charterboats
'2447 Beacon Ave., Box2609 — 656-1611
Roy's All-Bay Marine Services
10134 McDonald Park Rd, - 656-7023
Skbokum Manufacturing
2072 Henry - 656-731 1
Brentwood Bay Pharmacy
7181 WestSaanich Rd, -652-1821
Shoppers Drug Mart
Beacon Plaza Mall —656-1102
Sidney Pharmacy
2416 Beacon Ave. — 656-1168
Sunshine Secretarial Services 






















Beacon Plaza Mall — 656-4414
GARBAGE DISPOSAL 
Sidney Clean-Up Service
10229 McDonald Park Rd 656-1920
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND SERVICES






Royal Bank Of Canada 
1183 Verdier-652-,\ 173 
Royal Bank of CatMda 
2464 Beacon ~ 656-3947
DRY CLEANERS 
Busy ieo One-Hour Dry Cleaners 
7103 West Saanich Rd.-652-2322 





One-Hour Drive-In Cleaners 
7A 7120 West Saanich Rd -- 652-1555
GIFT SHOPS.
Miramar Calrdt and Things
2457 B0ncon-656-4316
The Thought Shop





2443 BoaconAvo, - 
Towne Jewellers 
Boacon Plaza Mall - 
KITCHENWARE 







2238 Harbour Rd.--656-3167 
Sea Chest Sailing Shop 
9732-lst St."'656-6621 
Sunlime Yacht Shop 




10114 Me Donald Park Rd, •656-1313
OATH BOUTIQUES 
ICl iTplTimblng and Bath Suppllen 
9783 •3rdSt.-656-2514 







#17170 Weet Sasnlfh Rd -- 65? -1 ?77 
Pink KlUeti Beauty Salon 








7 lOSBWwt Saanich Rd, 
Owls Eye Books
AIK,ii'lFln#F#hrlci 
2405 BoaconAvo,-- 656'5831 
Georgette's Fabrics and Cralts 
2469 Beacon- 656-1323
■652-3422
2498 0(Mcon Ave. ;C-35J5
Butler Bros. Equipment
2046 K«atif)|XRd,-- 652 4437
GROCERY STORES
Brentwood Food Giant
7154 West Saanich Rd.™ 652-1812
Brentwood Super Mart




7132 KealingXRd .652-1 188
Oue«h'» P«y<-es8 Grocery





Sidney Super Foods Downtown Sidney 





2405 Beacon Avo, ”■ 656-3342
Gal's Pal Ladles Wear








Sidney Meat Market 
9786 -2ndSt.- 656-7535
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICES
H&R Motorcycle Sales 
9752-4thSt,-656-3433
PLUMBING SUPPLIES




9734 ■ 1st St,















Brent wood Bay Sporting Goods,





10201 McDonald Park Rd
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Lann Copeland Music 
7174AW. Saanich Rd.-652-4512
HARDWARRmBEg 
Brentwood Hardware and Athletics 
7103 West .Saamcti Rd. - 652 -2822
LAUNDROMATS 
Brentwood Laundromat
nn W, Saanich Rd.-652-3812
Wash-Rite
3 rd St, (across from the Sidney Review) 




Peninsula Lock I '











' NIJRSFBIFS AND riARDFN SDPPIIFS 
Langla^ndtlarden Supplies ~
Next to Sidney Super foods
PAINT AND WALLPAPER
Bayshore Family Restaurant 
012 Verdier Avo,-•652-3622 
Clipper Inn, ■
2558 Bevan Avo,--656-4640 
Deep Cove Chalet 
lU90Ch.3lotRd.--656-3541 
the Latch
2328 Harbour Rd. - 656-6622 






TELEVISION SALES AND REPAIRS
Archor-Welsnertv Srjrvico
9764 ■ 5thSt, ■■- 656-5114
TIRES•HMHMMVIMI
Sidney Tire
9817 Resthaven Dr, --656*5544 
TOYS
Sidney Toyland
2436 BeaconAve, —656-1411 
VlllageToy and Hobby Shoppe 
#3-7120 W. Saanich Rd, -652-5838 
UPHOLSTERY AND DRAPES
Danish Upholstery & Di apcs 
7177 W, Saanich Rd. -652-1591
VARIETY STORES 
Sidney News and Variety
2440 ncacon Ave. 656 23.15 "
2145 KeatingXRd.
Cluvetdale Paini n Paper 
9768 ■ 5lhSl.":-6Se..3975




#6 IfllM McDonald Park - 656-3222
2068 Henry .••656’6555
Butler Bros. Concrete
KeatinsXPd ■ Oldfield Rd 652 4484
WOOD STOVES ,
Sidney Fireplace Shop 
9788 -2nd St - >656-3831
-—*■■- MilH laiiiifiiMtiiiiam










for some very good reasons
Slioj) liOcally at SIDNEY MUSIC
“Come in and browse; that’s 
what record-buying is all about,” 
says Doug Bell, owner of Sidney 
Music at 2495 Beacon.
And there is music to please 
every ear, whether your taste be 
disco or pop, classical or 
nostalgia.
The specialty of the shop, 
however, is military music. Mr. 
Bell has recently retired from the 
Canadian Army, after 28 years’ 
service abroad, and he is also on 
the production staff of the 
Canadian Armed Forces Tattoo.
The store stocks marches of 
many of the vanishing regiments 
of the U.K., such as the Buffs and 
the Royal Scots Greys, as well as
□
some hard-to-find direct imports works there part-time.
from Germany and, of course, 
Vera Lynn’s “Hits of the Blitz.”
Joe and Muriel Williams owned 
the store from 1971 - 79, and 
Muriel, the “Music Lady”, still
The store is opened 9:30 - 5:30, 
Monday to Saturday, and you can 
take Doug Bell at his word. March 








In 1976, Douglas and Howard 
Seads purchased Danish 
Upholstery and Drapes, a 
flourishing upholstery and 
drapery store at 7177 West 
Saanich Rd. in Brentwood. In 
four short years, the brothers 
have expanded the store and its 
services in an impressive way.
Now, Danish Upholstery and
Drapes offers a complete home 
decorating and design service. 
They will re-spring and upholster 
your antique love-seat, to be sure 
(and tufting and fluting are 
specialties). Or they will provide 
custom-fitted drapes for your bay. 
window (with a choice, of 
thousands of sample fabrics).
But they will also come into
your home and offer free 
estimates on every possible job 
from wall-papering, painting, 
carpentry renovations, lighting, 
total colour schemes and fur­
nishings. .
Douglas Seads brings years of 
design training in Toronto to his 
work here. The rest of the staff of 
eight are experienced 
upholsterers, furniture repair and 
drapery specialists, fabric and 
colour consultants.




Shop Locally at . VICTORIA AIRPORT
TRAVELODGE
Victoria Airport Travelodge, 
on Beacon near the highway is a , 
deservedly popular spot year- 
round, with residents and tourists 
-alike./'
•If your house won’t hold them, 
book your vacationing friends 
into the Travelodge where/they 
will enjoy Beauty Rest beds, the 
inviting outdoor heated pool, and 
a v/hole range of thoughtful 
creature comforts.
Well-known, genial Peter 
Dentro has been manager for 7 
years, and is justly proud of the 
quality foods served in the new 
Family Restaurant.
“Nothing is bought portion- 
cut,” says Peter: hamburger 
patties, hash browns and French 
fries are all home-made (and the 
fries about the/best you’ll ever 
taste).'/ '
: All the premises are licensed. 
The Cocktail Lounge features live 
and lively entertainment nightly; 
you can dance to 50’s muric in, 
Fonzie’s Cabaret Friday and 
Saturday nights; and you can even 
charter your own bus from 
Comae Stages o through the 
Travelodge. Altogether, this 





Shop Locally at.. .
■ #
BRENTWOOD SUPERMART
Sixteen years ago, Don Lew 
bought the Brentwood Mer­
cantile, a friendly neighbourhood 
corner grocery store. In, 1966, 
Mrs. Jean Yuill became cashier. 
Over the years, the Mercantile
became a little store to be proud 
■ of. / ‘ ,
Many things have changed since 
then. Brentwood has grown. West 
Saanich Rd., from where it enters 
to where it leaves the town, is now
dotted with attractive plazas and 
specialty shops. Don’s original / 
store is gone, and the Brentwood, 
Supermart, child of the Mer-' 
cantile, has taken its jplace bn the 
corner of Wallace Drive arid West 
Saanich. Jean is now assistant7 
manager to Don; Don’s brother ': 
Kwok has joined the enterprise; in 
charge of produce; head butcher 
is Jerry Duncan. Together with 
Don; they vvork as a- comfortable 
team, striving to provide- fine 
home-butchered meats, carefully 
chosen produce and groceries, at 
competitive prices, the way they 
all began. / 7 '
Hours are 9 a.m. - 9 p.m, week­










Shop Locally at . .
P
TOWN SQUARE SHOES
Gladys Declstra took over the 
Town Piiiarc Shoes in Sidney’s 
Upper Town Squaic Mull a year 
ago, and has enjoyed “every 
minuteof it” since. *
This attractive shop carries 
shoes for men and wotnen, with
some shoes for children, but it is 
obvious iliat Gladys delights in 
some of her specialty lines. She 
has a full selection of beautiful, 
somewluit hard-to-find Cristina 
slioes from Italy. The "Gypsy" 
shoe in the Christina line is en­
tirely hand-made and much in 
demand.
Town Square Slioes is the only 
shop on the Island carrying the 
elegant Melonari Shoe, hand­
crafted in Vancouver by Mr. 
Melonari, who uses only the finest 
of imported Italian leathers. This 
is indeedri specialty Item. ,
l-'or men, tliere arc tlic fabulous 
Step-on-Airs, which Gladys 
assures offer "the ultimate in 
comfort,”
Gladys and iter assistant, Jenny 
Hoekstra, look forward to. 
giving you the friendly, per­





Slutp Locally at SPOONER’S LADIES WEAR
i:
For nearly five years now, 
cu.stomers liave been coming from 
all over the Saanich Peninsula and 
even Victoria to choose their 
clothes at Spooner’s Ladies Wear, 
corner of Verdier and West 
Saanich Road in Brentwood.
Frances Spooner runs a 
beautiful sliop, spacious and airy, 
elegantly appointed with soft gold 
carpets, bamboo screens, and wall 
displays of silken scurves, belts 
and other accessories.
Helping since the shop opened 
is Mrs. Spooner’s talented 
daughter, Carol, who dresses Ihe 
windows with an artistic hand, 
and co-ordinates the "younger
® J i p'-
look” fashions. They go on 
buying trips together; order the 
coming collections (they have 
already purchased next winter’s 
fashions); and assure that at­
tractive clothes for all ages arc 
always available.
The Spooners are proud of their 
Junior dresses and sportswear 
(Junior is a size, not an age), and 
their Petite collection (sizes 6 - 
16), for the smaller figure.
Altogether, Spooner’s is a 
pleasant place indeed to assemble 
your wardrobe,










Shop Lttettlly at . .
H,"/» '1 m*mm 
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Lvery child and parent and 
grandparent for milc.s around 
knows . Ralph Dahl's Sidney 
luyland on the cuiiici uf 4lli and 
I Ilcacon, All the nmni^ing models 
are there; summer stock is rolli(ig 
in; and there's even a special 
anniversary sale on right now.
Hut there’s more! The whole 
front of tlic store has been 
renovated into a new enterprise, 
the Coffee H.incl, selling sclecs 
teas and coffees. The aromas 
greet you at the door: Mocha 
Java, Costa Rica, Ouatcmnla, and 
hwiss almond cltocoiate col ice,
Over 20 dii I'crent blends of coffee 
beans including a dccaffcinnied. 
Witli grinding to your choice.
For 25c you can enjoy a hot cup 
of tlte daily featured blend, 
probably enough to tempt you to 
buyapoiind,
All varieties of bulk teas will be 
in stock any day now, a;; well ns 
herbal lems, Ihtekagcd teas include 
rwining blends and Constant 
C'oiiimcnt, .
The uat'.irAl woo/l .llsplay ciU'iH 
era! ted by Dennis Varga arc Ihe 
iliuil touch, and Ralph and his son 
Kris are rightly proud of their 
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Enjoy the best of both
Low-cost life insurance protection and 
high-interest annuities for savings. Let me 
put it together for you.
ROGERE.G. HARMSTON
384- 8075 — Pager 1255
652-2228 Res.
385- 1471 Bus.
Mutual Life of Canada
To Camosuji College
District shifts courses
Saanich school board 
voted Monday night to 
begin negotiations with 
Camosun College for the 
complete transfer of 
Continuing Education 
programs to the college.
Trustee Dr. Gerry 
Kristianson, proposing the 
motion for transfer, said he 
was personally convinced
the move would lead to an 
“enhanced and expanded 
service” to residents. 
Kristianson said programs 
would continue to be 
decentralized throughout 
the district.
Trustees rejected an 
alternative option to retain 
control of some 
recreational courses which
would have required 
continued appointment of 
board officios and ad­
ministrative costs.
A report of the board’s 
Educational Directions 
Committee states that 
.complete transfer of 
functions to Camosun is 
“based on the assumption 
that Camosun is specifically
Daily bus system soon
ii
Although the Capital 
Regional Board has failed 
to decide just how a $2.2 
million public transit deficit 
will be shared, it is expected
that a daily bus pass system 
will be started by .lime 9.
After a lengthy wrangle, 
•directors of the district were 
unable to decide whether or
] -
■■ :
not Salt Spring Island 
should be included in the 
hydro surcharge which will 
under write the deficit.
However the initial bus 
pass plan, recommended at 
this time for the four core 
Victoria municipalities 
only, will see adults paying 
$1.25 representing the price 
of a round trip plus a 25- 
cent premium. Students 
would pay 60 cents plus a 
10-cent premium. Children 
and senior citizens would be 
charged 35 cents.
Dennis Grimmer, Urban 
Transit Authority regional 
director, said promotion of 
the passes would be first 
aimed at people who 
already take the bus twice a 
day. A campaign would be 
mounted to reach tourists, 
also, he said.
Committee chairman 
Sidney , Mayor Norma 
Sealey said that the system 
was acquiring new urban- 
type buses which didn’t 
have freight compartments.
“My understanding is 
that this was looked at 
carefully and it was felt that 
it was not practical for us to 
be in the cartage business. 
We are in the transit 
business, not cartage and I 
understand that private 
enterprise is moving in to 
fill the gap,” Mayor Sealey 
said.'" v'"
organized to Continuing 
Education needs, both 
academic and quasi- 
recreational”.
Academic and credit 
courses which would pass to 
Camosun include various 
those involving trade 
upgrading and training and 
others such as Adult Basic 
Education, English as a 
Second Language and 
Employment Orientation 
for Women.
Concern was expressed 
by trustee Rubymay Parrott 
that Camosun might follow 
the example of “other 
community colleges across 
the province” who found it 
cheaper to' centralize ser­
vices.
Parrott said she wanted 
“more than verbal 
assurances” that services 
would continue to' be 
supplied in the north end of 
the district if attendance 
justified them. She said the 
presence of the district’s 
representative on the 
Camosun board did not 





tatives had revealed an 
awareness of the need to 
• decentralize even more 
services.
“Any change may be to 
the benefit rather than the 
detriment of users,” said 
Kristianson. “There is an 
agreement to be negotiated, 
but let’s not write 
everything in stone. We can 
always take these functions 
back - terminate the 
agreement on a year’s 
notice.”
Kristianson proposed a 
further motion to amend an 
existing regulation 
governing community use 
of schools and playing 
fields in new of Camosun’s 
involvement.
“ROYAL HUNT OF 
THE SUN” starring 
Christopher Plummer and 
Robert Shaw, will be the 
first presentation of a new 
venture, which got un­
derway this week. The 
Sidney Film Association 
believes that good movies 
can attract an interested 
audience right in- the 
Peninsula community and 
plans a film showing every 
month.
Showtime is 8 p.m. on 
Saturday, May 3 and the 
place is the Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Tickets are 
$2.50. For more in­
formation or tickets call 
656-6992 or 656-1347.
10 a.m. and 4 p.m. The 
funds accruing will be used 
to buy instruments and 
music and pay expenses for 
the volunteer conductor 
who comes from Vancouver 
to lead the orchestra when it 
plays for many civic and 
charitable organizations.
to help out by being a canvasser ydurselt’,
■ please phone campaign headquarters. :
Please help the Red Shieid Appeal
If canvasser does not call, please mall your donation to: 769 Pandora St., Victoria, B.C. V8W IN9.
PIONEER DAYS AT 
THE SPRING FAIR will be 
held at St. Margaret’s 
School, 1080 Lucas 
Avenue, (Lakehill area), on 
Saturday, May 3, from 3 to 
7 p.m.
In keeping with the theme 
will be such old-time events 
as horseshoing, bread- 
rnaking fne old fashion 
way, panning for real gold 
and for the children - pony 
and buggy rides.
A highlight of the fair 
will be a grand auction at 4 
p.m. Listed in the auction 
catalogue are lessons in 
photography, badminton, 
sailing and kayaking; boat 
trips; a morning of sports 
fishing; airplane ride; birth­
day party for 10 children at 
a well-known restaurant; 
dinners for, two at specialty 
^restaurants; . fresh caught 
salmon, books, and; other 
items. 'L
BESIDES THE USUAL 
THINGS found at a garage 
sale there will be authentic 
Russian food available at a 
sale and luncheon planned 
for May 3 and 4 at 1467 
Granbrook Street, Gust off 
Doncaster Road) between
GOODWILL EN­
TERPRISES will be 
holding another gigantic 
book sale at the 
rehabilitation centre, 220 
Bay Street, Victoria on 
Saturday, May 3 from 10 
a.m. until noon. Four 
thousand volumes will be 
offered including a wide 
range of fiction. At this sale 
there will also be books of 
theological interest.
THE SALVATION 
ARMY is asking all 
householders in the Saanich 
Peninsula to leave their 
lights on during the evening 
of May 5 when nearly 3,000 
canvassers will be calling on 
homes in he Greater Vic- 
toria district on behalf of 
the Army’s drive for 
$250,000. The door-to-door 
appeal is from 6 p.m. to 9 
p.m. on that evening.
B.C. TEL is holding an 
open house to mark the 
centenary of telecom­
munications service in the 
province. Dates' for the 
open house are May 8, 9, 
12, 13, and 14 from 7 to 9 
p.m. ; at the downtown 
Victoria building, 826 Yates 
St.'';""
AFTERNOON TEA and . 
luncheon available at 27th 
annual Saanich Peninsula*’ 
Arts and Crafts show and 
sale Saturday and Sunday, 
May 3 and 4 in Sanscha 
Hall, Sidney. Show runs ’ 
from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
both days. Watercolorist 
Harry Heine will be guest 
artist. Demonstrators: 
pottery - Pat Webber; 
silkscreening-PatTredgy ’̂ 
Woodcarving — Charles 
Malkie; oil painting — 
Jessie Stewart; water colc^ 
paintig — Caren Heinef. 
drawing — Helen Rogak; 
enamel on copper — John 
Agg; weaving — Frances 
Hunter. Admission 50 
cents.
AN ANIMAL
WELFARE service and 
blessing of the animals will 
kick off “Be Kind to
Animals Week on the
Peninsula this Sunday May 
4 at 2:30 p.m. in St. 
Stephen’s Church yard, off 
Mount Newton Crossroad. 





HOSPITAL will be the 
scene of an open house May 
10 from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Everyone welcome.
';gh6ra;l\,l-, :,AND 
VARIETY program by the 
Victoria Metropolitan 
Choir will be held Thur­
sday, May 8 at 8 p.m. in St. 
Paul’s United Church, 
corner of Fifth arid 
Malaview. Admission is $2 
and proceeds go to St. 
Paul’s building fund.
A FASHION SHOW and 
spring tea with a difference 
will be held by Brentwood 
TOPS Chapter 980 
Saturday, May 10 from 2 to 
4 p;m. <wheh Aiyce of 
Alyce’s Fashibhs,'‘''Breht- 
wood Bay, will j feature 
fashions for the problem _ 
figure. The" show is at tha 
Brentwood United Church 
Hall and there will be a sale 
of home baking. Admission 
fee of $2 will include a draw 
for door prizes. Tickets 
may be obtained from 
members or by telephoning 
652-3250 or 652-2724.
SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
9786 - 2nd Street
THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL
IVeiners ........ 5 99 Lb.




COFFEE PARTY AND 
SALE will be held on 
Saturday, May 10 at Legion 
branch #37 hall on Mills 
Road by the Ladies 
Auxiliary. There will be no 
admission charge but as 
collection will be taken for 
coffee and’ muffins. There
Enter Your Name For The Autumn Pack Draw
mmmmmmmmmmsimm.
RENTAL FISHING BOATS
Spend nn enjoyable relaxing mornInK or 

















































9843 • 2nd Street
(MARINA COUUI1
Watch For Opening Specials
will be transportation 
iiuin oiuney pusi oviice to
the Legion from 10 to 10:30 
a.m. with a later return.
LADIES GOLF 
.CAPTAIN Erina Larter 
welcomed new members at 
a tea and cot fee parly held 
at Armdmorc Golf Club 
rooms on April 15, More 
tliiin 60 attended. I’aiincr.s 
were drawn for a two-ball 
foursome competition.
SANSBURY- 
■MCT.\VISH schools spring 
fair will take place at
McTavish Road School on
Saturday, May 3 from 11
a.m. to .1 p.m, There will be 
gnmc.s, prizes, a flea
market, home-baking sale, 
plants and handicraft 












List Your Home Or Property. With a Fully-Qualified Sidney-Based Realtor 
Buy Your Next Home Or Property With The Help of These Local Businesses
WE’RE HERE . WE’RE
lALUMINUM PATIO 
ICOVERS
A ■ SU'CCESSFIJI,, 
SPEECH contes! at, 
Discovery Toast misires^f 
Clnlr was held on April 24. 
Winner for tliird was Irene 
Moresltead, second, Robert 
I'lcidstadi, and first, 
.Sliirley Monyeli. Election 
of officers will be held May 
8.
MRS m
GORDON BLOCK BROS. 1 SALVADOR MONTREAL
HULME LTD. REALTY LTD. REALTY LTD. TRUST LTD,
2444 Beacon 2428 Beacon 2481 Beacon 2419 Beacon





























HAIM on Cl lINC 
ITS LIVEABLE!
On V.tncuuver 
Kl.md lliiMo i*. .V 
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Waddling Dog Inn
Experienced Gardener to create new 
gardens and maintain same.
Full knowledge of plants, fish 
pools, small greenhouse etc.
Able to work on own.
Full time year round job.
Only experienced person need 
apply.
Up ... up .. . and away go helium balloons for Deep Cove Elementary Grade Three class project April 18. 
Youngsters attached name, address, and small card to balloons so anyone finding them will return balloons to 
the school. So far four balloons have been returned, one from as far away as Richmond on the mainland. 
Anyone spotting a balloon is asked to return it to school.
i
i
It’s wait and see game 
for Deep Cove parents
DON'T MISS
THAT IMPORTANT PHONE CALL
It’s a wait and see game 
now for Deep Cove parents 
concerned about traffic 
safety for small children in 
the area.
Parents have completed 
and submitted a map to 
North Saanich council 
outlining where they would 
like to see sidewalks in Deep 
Cove.
But now they must wait 
until council passes its 1980 
budget to see if the 
sidewalks requested will be 
provided for this year.
The parents called a 
public meeting April 22 at 
the advice of council and 
the advisory planning 
commission to inform 
parents of traffic dangers 
and finalize where the 
sidewalks should go.
; About 20 people turned
out and maps were cir­
culated calling for paths on 
West Saanich, Birch and 
Downey Roads.
Spokeswoman Pat Green 
said council is committed to 
a path on West Saanich 
Road this year, and have 
been getting a lot of 
pressure from residents of
forBirch and Downey 
paths there as well.
But nothing will be 
known until at least May 
15th when the 1980 budget 
must be finalized by 
council.
“We’ll just have to wait 




HAS UP TO 24 HOURS SERVICE 
FOR BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL 
& RESIDENTIAL PHONES.
CALL NOW 656-4311
The 1st Monday 
Of E^ery 
Montli Is:
Brentwood Bay Veterinary Clinic
HELP WANTED
Short Order Cook required, part time work - 
days. Will train. Apply in person between 9 a.m. 
to 11 a.m.
BAB’S FAMILY RESTAURANT
;: SAANICHTON PLAZA. ■ 
7855 E. SAANICH RD.
: : SAANICHTON ■ : :
7153 W. Saanich Rd.
652-3121
DR. D. WILSON is pleased to an­
nounce the purchase of the Brent­
wood Bay Veterinary Clinic. Prac­
ticing in Brentwood Bay since 1978, 
Dr. Wilson has special interest in pet 
practice, particularly reproduction' 
obstetrics and pediatrics. Expanding 
the laboratory facilities. Dr. Wilson, 
Tamsin Bland, Animal Health 
technician, and Linda Sinclair^ ; 
receptionist^ are happy to continue 24 
: hour service;to the Saanich ^Peninsuji^,
Tfer 1 Sports (Suit Type) Jacket 
iK 1 Pair Pants or Slacks 
^ 1 Medium Weight Sweater 
ir 1 Plain Skirt 
^ 2 Ties
YOUR CHOICE 1 each
20% Dlscoynf
On Al! Other Dry Clecining 
. and Minor Repairs. : 
"THIS COMING MONDAY”
STOI^E HOURS:
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
CANADA GR.A BEEF LOIN
STEAK SALE
r":.
In Downtown Sidney Across from Sidney Hotel Home of SOPBR savirtge
WE HAVE BEEN 
SERVING THE PENINSULA 
FOR 15 YEARS
\ CANADA GR. A BEEF
RUMP OR BOTTOM ROUND

















iuncheon Meat „sc.S9’' Cooked Hiiiii ■
OLD FASHION BONELESSDinner Hon ..*2” Bocon
WHOLE AI LBEEFOUREG.
Fried Chickeii nS Wiener . ,.,,.^1
Meat Pie^^^^ Deli Chubs
99*^ Quiche Lorraine aooc 99*^
MINI SIZZLFR
500 G,









SUGAR 4 K G.
PACIFIC CANNED
TALI,MILK
MIRACLEWIIIP I LITRE lU-BSALAD DRESSING ^1 LUNCH. MEAT 'ifr? 99^ TOILET TISSUE a.. 
7UP 2 QT
SUN SPUN CHOICE .... .>,.1....... ..................................... .










4..0.. B DOG CHOW
IHiCIX KI.HHNKX ItnONSWlCK ^ ^ Ci UlK  lUKVK I.MI 1! QO
85V MARGARINE ....TO,rF’ FACE TISSUE w,m,x69'^ SARDINES.Non SJl®® DRY PRUNE .- kk^I'"
fil*™ KOTEX REG. SUPER.,,3/^1®® FEM.NAPKINS S 99*^ DISH LIQUID >a.MK 69% — , -a,












^ i&m M STON  rn OUIUK iiNsr.3/^1®® WHEAT THINS . CHOCOLATE 2 LB. TOTINOMINl
SUN SPUN PURE




FRENCH’S ARTinCIAL it- NALI EV valmKA # I VANILLA .0/ 88’ POTATO CHIP «ox 79' PEACH
I I'TIENCH'S ' ^ NESCAFE . # pi EE LYNN VALLEY99'* I GARLIC SPREADn''J8'* INST. COFFEE PEAR
10 LB.








DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
Please be advise-d that the Fire Season becomes effective at 8:W 




from 5 p.m. 
(Closed Tuesdays)
West Soonich Road by 








FOR A LONG LIFE DRAINAGE SYSTEM 
10’ GUTTER SEOO tfittiiSs extra)
A Sidney company which markets biological control 
agents - predator insects - as an alternative means of 
pest control for the green house vegetable Industry has 
received funding of $81,940 from the provincial 
government * under the Agriculture and Rural 
Development Subsidiary Agreement (ARDSA).
Applied Bio-Nomics Ltd., the company established 
by Don Elliott, operates out-of the Agriculture 
Research Station on East Saanich Road, Sidney.
It will use the funds in part, to demonstrate pest 
control methods through field days, seminars and 
contact witli greenhouse growers.
Increased pest resistance to chemical sprays, rapidly 
increasing costs and potential shortages of petroleum- 
based sprays indicate a potential need for alternative 
control measures. Biological control - limiting pest 
populations by planned introduction of natural' 
enemies - offers an efficient and economic alternative.
Two pests which prey on greenhouse cucumbers and 
tomatoes arc the greenhouse whitcfly and the 
twospotted spider mite. A whitefly parasite — the 
cncarsia formosa - is used lo control the whitefly, and 
the predator mite - phytoseiulus persimilis - puts paid 
to the spider mile. Both were developed in England.
The Sidney company rai.ses these organisms and 
distributes them to greenhouse growers - with marked 
success.
Some 30 cucumber growers in the Fraser Valley plus 
10 on Vancouver Island and 33 valley tomato growers 
and 10 on the Island participated in last year’s pilot 
project program after federal and provincial 
agriculture ministries combined forces to produce the 
parasites at the Sidney research station in 1978.
In a questionnaire growers have expressed a degree 
of satisfaction with the level of control achieved and 
indicated the use of biological agents reduced the 
amount of chemical sprays usually applied.
And growers have decided they want to join in the 
1980 program - even though this time around they’ll be 
charged a fee. As well, 62 per cent of growers who 
were not part of the last program have said they want 
to become involved in this year’s.
Altogether, grower response has been enthusiastic, a 
Bio-Nomics report reveals.
Growers have been experiencing increasing dif­
ficulties in pest control in recent years and develop­
ment of resistance by pests has meant growers are 
currently applying two to three times the number of 
sprays that were required to achieve control a few 
years ago. Some chemicals have become totally 
ineffective and it’s estimated others will soon follow, 
as has been the pattern in some areas of Europe.
It’s now likely the future of the greenhouse 
vegetable industry will depend upon the availability of 
biological agents for pest control. And there’s a bonus 
with this method. Past studies indicate growers using 
biological control techniques may expect yield in­
creases of 10 to 20 per cent, due lo superior pest 
control and lack of phytoxicity associated with 
chemicals.
Based on 1978 British Columbia greenhouse 
vegetable sales of $5 million this amounts to $500,000 
to $1 million annually.
Growers, however, need lo adopt a new approach to 
the problem when switching from the spray program 
Elliott says. “This is a monitoring program and it 
takes a little time for growers to learn the new . 
techniques,” he says.
Currently, growers pay approximately one-fifth of 
the costs of production, but if the demand is such in 
the future the program will become commercially 




North Saanich Volunteer 
Fire Department
NOW SN GOOD SUPPLY
6S6-1134 Beacon Ave., Sidney
FIRE PiRMlIS
Fire PermitsV Corporation of the District of Central Saanich.: 
^Effective May 1 st to October 31 st^ 1980. Fire permits are required 
Tor: alli bpenrb Fire ^ permits rmayEe^picked up :at the
MunieipaFHaU,:1903.Mpunt’NeNytbnCrdskRdvv;y,vy;viV
Bruce Elvedahl, Fire Chief
TOWN OF SIDNEY
BUILDING FOR SALE
Sealed tenders marked “Tender for Building” will be received by the undersigned 
until 4 p.m. May 9th, 1980 for the purchase of the building situated on Lot 2, 
Block 8, Plan 381, known as 9883 Fourth Street, said building to be moved off 
the lot by June 15th, 1980.
The building is a two-bedroom dwelling, 12 years old, with .stucco exterior and 
crawl space. Further information may be obtained from E.L. Clarke, Director of 
Works and Services.
Highest of any tender not nccc.ssarily accepted.
G.S. LOGAN, A.C.I.S., C.M.C.
• Town Administrator
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' RESIDENT!A L C/i N VAS 
MONDAY, MAX STli
If C«nvii»Ncr lloi'N Nut Citll 
Pleast* Mail Vnitr Duttiilloii I t* 
769 I'lindoruhl., 
YUtmiu, U.C. VHW IN9
PC A bingo nets $450
Net gain from the 
Peninsula Community 
Association bingo, ac­
cording to President Gerry 
Edwards, was about $450 
which will be devoted to the 
work of the association - 
the homemaker service, the 
youth program, S.T.A.G. 
and the volunteer service.
Donors who gave prizes 
and cash for the bingo 
were: Sidney Color Photo 
Finish; Sidney Radio 
Shack; Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods (Sidney); McLeod 
Hardware, Sidney, Can­
dyman, Brentwood, 
European Skin Care 
Centre, Victoria; Fay’s Dry 
Cleaning, Brentwood; Toy 
& . Hobby Shop, Brent­
wood; Cat’s Whiskers, 
Sidney; Alexander-Cane 





Travelodge, Sidney; Glen 
Meadows Golf and Country 
Club; Cornish’s Book and 
Stationery, Sidney; 
Waddling Dog Inn; Sidney 
Review; Peninsula Free 
Press; Sidney Rental'; 
Sidney Safeway; Sidney 
Pharmacy; Brentwood 
Florist; Cloverdale Paints, 
Sidney; Mitchell Anderson, 
Sidney; Bob’s Restaurant, 
Saanichtpn; Gal’s Pal,
. Saanichton; Len’s 
Jewellery, Royal Oak; 
Peninsula Constlmer 
Service Co-op, Brentwood;
Canoe Cove Marina; Frank 
Aldridge; Mrs. Ruth 
Arnaud; Mrs. Gaunt; Bell 
Buoy Barber.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7154 W. SAANICH RO.
BRENTWOOD: BAY:; A




DAILY: billiards, cards, 
libray, morning coffee, 
afternoon tea.
Thursday: 9:30 a.m.,
lapidary; 10 a.m., weaving, 
carpet bowling; noon 
lunch; 1 p.m., bridge,
dressmaking, weaving; 7 
p.m. crib.
Friday: 9:30 a.m.
Spanish; 10 a.m. Senior 
ceramics, quilting, keep fit; 
noon, lunch; 1 p.m. chess 
club, silver “T” bells 
practice, stretch & sew; 2 
p.m. jacko; 7 p.m. evening 
cards. Saturday and Sunday
open 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. for 
drop-ins;
Monday: 10 a.m. dance 
for fun, quilting, billiards; 
noon, lunch; 12:30 p.m. 
ceramics; 1 p.m. swim club; 
2 p.m. films. 7 p.m. bingo.
Tuesday: 9:30 a.m. 
lapidary; 10 a.m. 
sereanders practice, 
painting; noon, lunch; 1 
p.m. whist, painting; 7 p.m. 
shufflcboard and games.
Wednesday: 10 a.m. 
novelties; noon, hot dinner; 
1 p.m, discussion group; 2 
p.m. concert, Geo & Evelyn 





























































We're Giving You Our Heart
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The Waddling Dog Inn
Patricia Bay Highway - Reservations 652-1146
m
WADDLING DOG INN ADDITION
i
Nothing quite like it - it’s one of a kind
The Waddling Dog Inn’s Eric Lewis 
is Fond of telling a story about Canadian 
actor Barry Morse’s recent visit to 
Wi Victoria
1| Lewis said he and Morse were 
l| discussing the hotel business among 
- ■ other things, and Morse told him of a 
• '• II press conference held in the Four 
Seasons Hotel in Vancouver just a day 
or two before.
Morse said he was in the midst of the
I conference when all of a sudden he
II wasn’t quite sure where he was — in 
§ Vancouver or Sydney, Australia.
He had just returned from a stay in 
p. the Four Seasons Hotel in Sydney, 
V" ; where he also held a press conference.
and the hotel there looked exactly the 
same as its Vancouver sister.
But Morse will never have that 
problem at Lewis’ recently opened 30- 
room Waddling Dog Inn. It’s one of a 
kind.
“I have captured the individualism 
people have been looking for,” Lewis 
says confidently. ‘‘You won’t be a 
number here. We’ll know guests by 
name.”
It was on that basis Lewis went ahead 
with plans for the hotel last year. He 
wanted something like an old English 
guest house here on the peninsula.
And from an extensive pre-opening 
tour last week, it appears he has cap­
tured just that.
Each room is individually furnished 
with antiques straight from England 
brought over by a Vancouver antique 
dealer commissioned by L ewis especially 
for this project.
Thus no two rooms look exactly alike.
Each doorway entrance is bayed — 
“so guests won’t have their backsides in 
the hall,” says Lewis. And the windows 
inside the rooms are also bayed to 
prevent noise filtering through from 
adjoining rooms.
Lewis is adamant about the hotel 
remaining a quiet, restful place. He 
points out this hotel is run on a much 
different theory than others. There will 
be no disco, no pub, and all the ac­
companying noise — just a quiet bar 
downstairs.
People who stay at the Waddling Dog 
Inn will stay there because it is quiet and 
classy l.csvis says.
And classy it is. Each room is fur­
nished with a queen-size bed and brass 
headboard, antique brass lanterns 
converted for electrical use, antique 
dressers, writing tables and lamps.
On each of the three Boors will be 
large waiting areas — again stocked with 
antiques, and alt in the old English guest 
house style.
On the main floor, just down from 
the entrance and office is a residents’ 
lounge, which is more like an old manor 
library than a “lounge”. It comes 
complete with fireplace, reading 
material and television.
But the centrepiece of the room is a 
crewel piece above the fireplace mantel.
It’s a master work done by Victoria’s 
Peggy Bartholomew — one of the most 
skilled crewel artists in Canada.
Lewis figures that work will by itself 
attract art lovers to the hotel. But it is 
not alone in the resident’s lounge. In 
front of the fireplace is a set of antique 
furniture that one collector offered to 
buy for $5,000 — before the hotel had 
even opened.
The hotel officially opened Thursday, 
April 24, and though it marks a certain 
achievement for Lewis, it is by no means 
his final goal. He plans to add another 
^40 or 50 rooms in another two or three 
years if the idea of an English guest 
house catches the public imagination.
And if his track record is any in­
dication, that shouldn’t be much of a 
problem.
A Chrysler dealer for 12 years in 
Victoria, Lewis packed it all in for a 
home on the ocean and retirement in the 
middle 1960’s.
But he soon became restless and so 
opened up Big Louie’s drive-in and gas 
station on the corner of Mount Newton 
Cross road and Pat Bay Highway.
A few years later he scrapped the 
drive-in concept, moved people inside to ;§ 
a dining room, and picked up the 
Impenal Oil Voyageur franchise.
Shortly after Lewis looked for a way 
out of the franchise and a means of 
setting up his own operation.
He heard of the renovation to a CP 
Hotel in Toronto, fashioning it after an 
English pub. So he contacted the ar­
chitect who made the trip to Victoria 
and the Waddling Dog Inn was born.
Lewis stresses that the Waddling Dog 
name is in the British tradition, “that 
whoever puts a name on the pub must 
keep the name forever.”
So, looking for a catchy, but classy 
name, he came across the Waddling 
Duck in a book on British pubs. Lewis 
had a dog, “Kurt”, he was very fond of 
and decided to name the new restaurant 
and bar after him.
He anticipates that the hotel —• worth 
over $3 million and still individually 
owned will have an occupancy rale of 
close lo 90 percent when in full swing — 
which may take two or three years.
He says he can break even on a 74 per 
cent occupancy rate, and though he may 
lose money the first two or so years, he 
secs the hotel as a cornerstone of the 
peninsula.
Photos show extent to which Waddling Dog owner Eric 
Lewis has gone with new hotel. Counterclockwise from 
upper left: old English Inn style entrance complete with lamp 
Standard; brass milk can and antique bench in waiting area; 
detailed carvings Of furniture pieces in guests’ lounge; crewel 
tapestry depicting Tudor hunt; Lewis in showpiece antique 
chair.
1
Cciti nil .Saanich grccnliouse grower 
•lack Arnaud has some hope of gelling 
help for himself and other farmers 
about the cost of feed grain and 
irrigation water supplies since he talked 
last week to federal Agriculture Minister 
Eugene Whalen.
At a meeting arranged by the Saanich 
Peninsula Farmers' Institute, Whalen 
was concerned that feed grains cost $30 
more a ton in Central Saanich than in 
the I'rascr Valley because of tran­
sportation costs. The waiting time at the 
ferry was a significant cost, he was told.
While there was a federal subsidy the 
cost of transportation has increased 
faster titan the rate of government help 
pulling a cost‘ burden on the local 
farmers.
Arnaud told the minister that Central 
Saanich fanners had asked for the right 
to tap the main water line for irrigation 
purposes ratlter than build a second line 
ns rcriuired under the present regulations 
in order to qualify for government 
funding.
Ik said that the water would be Jess 
expensive if it came from the main 
pipeline and (hr supply would he more 
than adequate for everyone's needs. • 
Whalen said that he would give the 
questions immediate study although he 
made no firm promise for action.
To the many residents of Cordova Bay, Royal Oak and the .Southern 
Ikninsula who will receive this introductory issue of The Review. Wo hoite 
you will find our local news events, sports and editorials of inlerest and lake 
advanlitt];e of Ihe many ilems offered by our advertisers.
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OUR BASES ARE LOADED WITH TRADES
VOLVO
’79 VOLVO 245DL, 4-sp, 0/D, P.S., P.B., AM-FM cass., R/R,
Yellow, 14 km .................................. ........................... ,. . $9,395
’79 VOLVO 244 DL, A/T, P.S., P.B.. AM-FM, V/R.
Green, 10 km ;.,................ ..... ................... .................$9,595
’78 VOLVO 242 DL, 4-sp.rP.B., AM-FM,
■ Red, 32 km ;.v... .................. $7,395
: ’76 VOLVO 242 bL F1, 4-sp., 0/D, P.B., R, R/T, tach, ; V ,
: Green, 32m ................ •. •.....;.;....... •>.; $7,295
fSfT, P.S., P.B., AM-FM cass.v
Red, 37m:'.
’75 VOLVO 242 DL FI, 4-sp., 0/D, P.B., AM-FM, cass,,
! Red,,68m .....................1....;....... - /... ■ $5,795
’75 VOLVO 245 DL F1^ A/T, P.S., P.B., R, Green .... $5,695
’74 VOLVO 144 GL FI, AT, P.B., R, Green, 62m ... $5,295
STRIKE ONE OF 
THESE!
Yon just listen to Bo” 




Victoria wasn’t the same back then.
And neither was the Saanich Peninsula.
Victoria was a tightly-knit core of 
streets headed up by Government and 
huddled close to the waterfront. The 
peninsula was all farms and wilderness.
That was back when Stan Williams 
started in the outdoors business. Back 
when the Peninsula was the favourite 
hunting spot and Brentwood Bay every 
angler’s destination.
"You never got skunked in Brent­
wood”, recalls Williams. ‘‘The guides at 
Brentwood if you didn’t catch fish, you 
didn’t pay them.”
Williams, 66, of 7060 Brentwood 
Drive, is still in the fishing and hunting 
trade — he just can’t seem to get it out 
of his blood.
Now he works for Robinson’s 
Sporting Goods in Victoria — the 
former "competition”. And he talks 
fishing with the same passion he’s had 
for the sport these last 50 years in the 
business.
That’s right — 50 years. Williams 
started in the sporting goods business in 
1929 — "as a kid ” — with Wilson and 
Lenfesty Sportings Goods Store down 
on Government Street next to the 
present - day W. & J. Wilson clothng 
store.
The "Wilson” in Wilson and Len­
festy is the same family as W. & J. 
Wilson.
‘‘I’ve been in it (sporting goods) 
longer than anyone on the Island,” 
Williams says proudly. But in those days 
you didn’t head into sporting goods for 
the money. ‘‘You just didn’t make any 
money then,” he recalls.
The store specialized in hunting and 
fishing and attracted all the ‘‘big 
names” who came to the Island for 
recreation.
One of his most memorable ex­
periences with a ‘‘big name” came in 
1934, when ‘‘a little dark chap with big 
glasses” wandered into the store.
The man smd he didn’t really want to 
buy anything but was headed up to 
Campbell River and wanted to know 
what to use.
At that time, a large Negro named
George Carter hung around the store, 
and he turned to the “little dark chap”, 
put his arm around him and said, “You 
just listen to ‘Bo’ there, he knows what 
he’s talking about”—“Bo” being Stan
'JjWilliams.:
After close to half an hour discussion 
with the visitor, Williams says, the 
police“bust into the store. “I’ve never 
seen so many police in my life.
“They ' started saying ‘Your 
Highness’, and speaking to him like 
that”, and a few seconds later Williams 
realized he had been talking with the 
King of Siam.
The“litile” king thanked Williams
Stan Williams
for his help and left with the crowd of 
policemen trailing behind.
■Apparently, the king had snuck out of 
his hotel room and down the street to 
Wilson and Lenfesty for some fishing 
tips. Someone spotted him and con­
tacted police.
Williams remembers with a chuckle 
Carter’s reaction to the whole episode: 
“I bet I’m the first colored man who 
ever put his arm around a king.”
Williams also remembers visits from a 
number of Hollywood stars, among 
them, Dick Powell, Bing Crosby, and 
Shirley Temple. He can still recall 
Shirley Temple’s first visit when she was 
only six or seven.
She and “old Bill Thorne who guided 
in those days”, went out to Brentwood 
and caught her first salmon.'Photos of 
the catch went across the country, and 
the following day Temple with her 
agent, manager, and mother all came 
into the Government Street shop to 
thank Williams for his help.
One of Williams’ best friendships 
with a customer came when financier 
Max Fleischman came into the store for 
his first time looking for double handed 
castingrods.
Williams said the rods — costing 
more than $40, a great deal of money in 
those days — were one of the most 
expensive he carried, and Fleischman 
bought his complete stock.
Asked to deliver the rods to Fleisch- 
man’s ship tied up in the harbour, 
Williams at first thought he was “had”
when he couldn’t find the ship.
Finally, a friend pointed it out to him.
“I thought it was a CPR boat,” 
Williams recalls.
Fleischman took Williams on board 
and showed off his “tackle room”. “I 
have never seen so much fishing tackle,” 
Williams said. “It looked like a store in 
itself.”
Williams was friends with everyone 
from big business leaders to local 
farmers because “fishing is one of the 
greatest levellers in the world. You can 
never master is simply by practicing.”
Born up Island in Cumberland, his 
family moved to Oak Bay while he was 
still young — “ at a time when you could 
buy waterfront lots on beach for $40.”
In those days the Saanich Peninsula 
“was an long way out and pretty 
rugged.” Quail and pheasant were the 
biggest hunting attractions,“but then 
there wasn’t any population here in 
those days,” Williams said.
The best fishing spots? It all depends. 
Deep Cove is good, so is James Island, 
Whiskey Point, and half a dozen others., 
How about fishing now compared to 
then? Is there much of a difference? Not 
according to Williams. He says the sport 
is improving and there is more fish now 
than ever before.
But still things just aren’t the same as 
back then. Back then, fishing in 
Cowichan Bay, if Williams and his 
buddies pulled in a fish a little off color, 
“you just didn’t bring it in.”
Not so today, “Now they bring it in if 
they’re black as anything.”
’79 MERCURY MONARCH SE, 4-cir., V-8. AT, P.S.. P.B., V R, x;.
R/T, Yellow, 36 km................ ...... ........................ ..........$4,995
’78FORDSQUIRE PINTO, 2-cir„S/W, V-6, AT, P.S., P.B.. R, \^j]|
R/R, Blue, 20 km .................... ■•••••■.................. .. ■
’78 FORD T-BIRD, 2-dr., V-8, AT, P.S.. P.B,, R, V/R,
66 km .............      $5,495
’78 DODGE ASPEN, 4-dr„ S/W, 6-cyl,. AT, P.S., P.B,, R,
Red, 16 km ......... .................. ................. .. — ,,...$4,995
'77 DODGE D 200 VAN CONV., V-8. P.S., P.B.. AM-FM,
camperized. Blue, 44 km ................... ............................$7,895
'75 FORD TORINO SQUIRE, 4-dr., S/W, V-8, AT, P.S., P.B . R,
Gold       $2,995
'72 FORD F20 P/U & canopy, V-8, AT. P.S.. P.B,,, R,
Green $3,795 ■ '
SLIDE HOME WITH 
. w THESE BUYS!
i"-) "■ ,
..'78 V.W. RABBIT, 2-dr,, 4-cy!... AT, R. RT,
Red. 21km ........ '.............: $5,995
78 MAZDA GLC, 2-dr,, H B, 4-cyl., 4-sp,, - - 
' Yellow, 30km . . v, ,..... $4,295
'78 DATSUN 510, A-dr . A C. U C, MIdgs., Mels, Y 
■ T . , Green, 42km .1.S5,795
77 HONDA CIVIC, 2-dt., 4-sp., R, Yellow, 33m ..... $3,995
’73 DATSUN 610, 2-dr.. 4-sp., R. Yellow, 33m ...... $2,995
'<’72 TOYOTA CELICA, 2-dr., 4-cyl., 4-sp,, R,
White, 78m . .................... . ................................... $2,495
■70 DATSUN 1600 P U, 4-sp,. Blue $1,995






Yoimg^sters learn to express themselves
Youngsters who joined Sidney 
library’s junior book club earlier this 
year are learning to express themselves 
by writing reviews of the stories they've
read.
After the success of last year’s in- 
tergalaciic reading club, children's 
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IFnrmerh A Si M .Auiomothej
form another reading group. Then, the 
idea was for youngsters to read as many , 
books as possible, but Ihe new club had 
a different goal. It would likely be 
composed, Josephy said, of avid readers 
who would also enjoy writing about the 
books they’d read,
.•\ short while ago the reviews started 
coming in. Sherry HIndley, who read 
It’s Not the End of the World by Judy 
Blume, wrote;
‘1 liked the book because it was in- 
terestittg, It was sometimes sad and 
sometimes liappy. U sounds like it was 
real life, It was about a girl who was 
trying to get her parents back together 
before tlte divorce.”
Madcluine Diclrlch, 11, writes: 
"Wrinkle in Time (by Madelain 
L'Engle) is a perfect combination of 
magic and, science mixed together 
pcrfccil) , Meg, the main cliaiacler, has 
only one power against “It”, the power 
of love. This story is itrohahly one of the 
best science fiction magic stories ever 
written,”
Enid Ulyton’s The Castle of 
Adventure proved to be a firm favorite 
with raiiu'Itt Ens, aged 10, "This book 
is very exciting,” she wrote in ber 
review, "You should read it. lit most 
places this hook makes you feci you are 
actually in the book. It is so ad- 
vemurous ihat is is almost like a TV 
show'but you read it,”
Nine-year-old Jane Poller enjoyed 
The Case of the Invisible Dog by E,W, 
Hiklick "because Mt’s exciting. You 
never know what’s going to happen 
next. 1 liked "Brains”, who was one of 
the cluitacieis, bec.uise he seemed to be 
very witty. This is a very good book. 1 
think other kids would enjoy it and 
other E.W, Hildick hooks.”
There isn't sp.\ce to prim all the 
reviews — but they were uniformly 
good Amanda Morris, k .lo«l 0«h.xrne. 
S. MIehelle Ttirgeon, 9, Huffy Pearaon. 
U), Janice Haldwin, S, Amanda Norris, 
7, Date Weldman and Kirsten llaxis all 
wrote well abom the stories they’d 
enjoyed.
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Ice-breaker tourney success
Up and throwing is third basemen Al Cross of Sidney Hotel 
while batter Butch Morey of Victoria's Ingraham Hotel tries to 
beat out bunt. Morey didn't quite make it, though throw was 
close.
The first-annual, “Ice-Breaker Tournament,” 
hosted by Prairie Inn Softball Club, at Sanscha Park 
last weekend, proved to be a successful event,
Si,x teams entered the competition which was 
changed from a double-knockout format in favour of 
a round-robin following the cancellation of entries 
e.xpected from northern Vancouver Island.
Hotel Sidney, playoff champions of the Sidney 
Senior Men’s League last season, emerged victorious 
in a dramatic final against Fulford Inn Salties from 
Saltspring Island.
Saltspring, favoured by tournament organizer Don 
Boon as the strongest team in the tourney, upheld his 
belief, but, although they out-hit Hotel 8-6 in the final 
game, could not crack the local squad’s e.Ncellcni 
defense.
Hotel drew first blood in the contest with a run in 
the second inning, when Ian Stew'art singled, advanced 
to second and third on error’s and scored on a passed 
ball. The unearned run stood as the sole marker until 
the fifth when the Salties scored Pat Akerman on 
singles by Bob Storey and Les Closson.
Hotel struck hai d in the si.xth, as Wayne Jones stole 
home after reaching on a w'alk, Roger Provencher 
scored following his single, and Al Cross scored after 
reaching on a fielder’s choice.
Behind 4-1, Saltspring’s batters attempted to launch 
their hard-hitting attack, and in the sixth and seventh 
innings, the leadoff man singled. Hotel’s defense had 
really come alive, however, and the Salties were 
blanked both times.
Hotel added a final run to ice the game, in the top of 
the seventh when Wayne Jones reached second 
following an error, and w'as scored by Roger 
Provcnchcr’s single.
Fans who attended the tournament were treated to 
some excellent competition.
One such game was the 2-1 battle between Hotel 
Sidney and Scaspray, the Junior team fromthe Stuffy 
McGinnis League. Seaspray was Hermsen Con­
struction in the Sidney League last season, and 
although a few changes have been made in personnel, 
was well known to the local crowd.
Star to
Former Parklands 
Panther basketball star . 
Greg Wiltjer has agreed to 
play for the University of 
Washington Huskies for the 
1980/81 season.
The six-foot-11-inch, 230 
pound centre has signed a 
letter of intent o play under 
scholarship with the 
Huskies, the Pacific-lO 
conference team which 
made it as far as the 
N a t;! o n a 1; I n Y: i t a t i o n a 1 
Tournament last season.
Wiltjer led The : local 
Panthers to the Island high 
school title in 1979 and is 
expected to start for the 
Huskies, who lose two of 
their top forwards to 
graduation this spring.
Last season the towering 
blond Wiltjer averaged 10 
points and 9.3 rebounds a 
game while pacing Nor­
thern Idaho University to a
30-1 overall record, and an 
eighth place finish in the 
national tournament.
Wiltjer sparkled in that 
national tourney, averaging 
13 points a game and
pouring in a single-game 
high of 22 points.
A late bloomer, Vv'iltjer 
has vaulted to major college 
status in only three years. 
He did not even start
playing high school 
basketball until his Grade 
11 season.
In the provincial boys
high school tournament 
Wiltjer scored 103 points in 
four games alid was named 
a tournament all-star.
Greg Wiltjer
Pressure on at Miracle
With the Commercial, 
Credit Union, and Ladies 
Leagues involved in 
rolloffs, the pressure has 
been placed on all of the 
bowlers at Miracle Lanes, 
in Sidney.
Many of the teams arc 
recording much higher 
scores than were recorded 
at this time last year, and a 
‘giie.stimate’ would place 
the increases al ap­
proximately 150-200 pins 
per team.
Kussell Tripp topped the 
lisl of bowlers in the Credit 
Union l,eagiie last week 
willi a 742 total, aided by a 
fine 290 single. Bob Milton 
scored high as well, logging 
700 pins for his evenings 
work with a 256 high single.
In the Comirieroial 
Lcngiic, Gayle Biidd rolled 
a 744 aggregate with a 288 
single, and M. DLvon was
not far behind with a 726 
total and a 275 single.
Legion League member, 
B. Nunn, topped all of the 
bowlers at Miracle Lancs 
last week with a 787 
aggregate and a 336 single. 
T, Green was very close to 
stealing the honours, 
however, with his 774 total 
and a 334 single. Betty 
Rolph, also of the Legion 
I.eague rolled a 726 triple 
with a 275 single.
In the Ladies League, 
Joyce Armour posted a 
621/217 to take the high 
bowlet honours and in the 
Golden Age League, Giis 
Dumont posted a 739 total 
With a 308 single, to beat 
out Ernie Blatchford's 718 
total and .Ken Aberdeen’s 
679.
Bowlers are needed for 
tlte Spring I.eague, Tuesday 
or Thursday evenings, says 
alley's manager, Lyall 
Riiidell, Both teams and
individual bowlers arc 
required. The Tuesday 
morning Ladies League also 





Mr. and Mis. Bub 
Boutillur who spent Ihe last 
five months in Hemet, 
California are back at their 
Cultra Avenue home In 
Saanichton and have Mr. 
and Mrs. W, 'loop, 
Itdmonlon, as their guests,
Guests this past week at 
Ihe home of Mr. and Mrs. 
L. ITirrell, l.arkvale Drive 
were Mr. and Mrs, Mel 
Cohoe, Weslloek Alberta, 
and R.M. Scrimgeoiir, 
Ca'
■ As the 1980 boating seasonmoves into full swing, ' 
Sidney RCMP have issued some.safetyiaJicl regulation ■ 
reminders for small vessel owners. / '
“They’re important and quite often forgotten 
regulations,” commented RCMP spokesman Sgt. Bob 
Hobson.
Every vessel witli a motor or combined motors of a ■ 
combined horse power of 10 h.p. or more must be 
licenced, according to section 7 (b). These licences can 
be obtained from any customs office.
Under section 13-1 (a and b) this licence must be 
affixed as close to the bow as is po,ssiblcand must be 
on the ves.scl before the ve.ssel is used. The numbers 
must be in contrasting color and three inches in height.
As well, Hobson warns that all vessels require one 
department of transport approved lifejacket for every 
person on board, and one bailer or nlanual bilge 
pump.
Vessels of up to 16-feet require a capacity plate 
affixed to the inside of the transom. The plate is issued 
by the department of transport in Ottawa, and ap­
plication forms can be obtained '^froin Canada 
Customs.
Finally, vessels of different sizes require different 
equipment depending on their length.
I'or fiirihcr information, tibtain a copy of the new 
1980 Boating Handbonk, free from the Coast Guard 




'a municipal council 
complaining about 
ta.'talion? That .seemed to be 
the case at a recent North 
Saanich council meeting.
Council pnwt-’d a motion 
calling for tlic Association 
of Vancouver Island 
Miinicipalilies to support a 
i«i|uesl that the provincial 
government take on a 
greater share of education 
ensts '' '
Ma.vor Eric Sherwood 
siild after the meeting 
etlucaiion costs liave been 
sliifiing onto property 






running & jogging shoes
North Star Men'sH-To 
Reg, $23,97 .SpeelHli $15.88 
Cougar
Keg. $23, Speelnh $15.88 
Unisex
Keg. $29, .Speciiih$18.88





9825 - 3rd St.
Sidnej, B.C. V8L 3S5










7105B West Saanich Rd.











4450A West Saanich Rd.





The game was scoreless until Hotel’s Tony Graham 
scored on an error in the bottom of the second inning, 
and the score remained 1-0 until Seaspray tied the 
game in the top of the fifth, when Neil Cunningham 
crossed the plate.
Kim Hayward singled and scored on a single by Bill 
Day in the bottom of the fifth inning, and Hotel 
earned the victory as the time-limit expired.
Other fine games included the dramatic comeback 
by Saltspring which scored three runs in the final 
inning to defeat Ingraham Hotel 5-3, and the almost 
upset by Harvey’s Sporting Goods which lost to 
Sasispring 4-2. In the latter contest, Saltspring came 
from behind once again, scoring three runs in the last 
two innings. Also, against Saltspring, Seaspray was 
narrowly defeated 3-2, when Salties Frank Havies 
homered in the eighth inning.
Hotel Sidney not only took the first place trophy 
and prize money, but placed pitcher, Carl Reid, as the 
tournament’s Most Valuable Player. After Carl 
received the trophy there occurred aii edifying scene, 
witnessed only by Hotel Sidney players, in which Reid 
said lo fellow pitcher, Roger Provencher: “I’m sure 1
should be sharing this with you’’, and the two ex­
changed handshakes.
The tournament was a rousing success for the host 
team. Prairie Inn, who stand to pocket better than 
$600 for their efforts. The dance sponsored by the 
Sidney League, however, on the Saturday night, 
merely broke even.
The league executive was pleased, that the tour­
nament was held, since it afforded the chance for the 
diamond to be pul in proper laying condition, and 
allowed league members to preview the opposition 
prior to the sca.son openers, May 4.
The May 4 line-up features Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods against Hotel Sidney in the opening game at 
1:(X) p.m., followed by Travelodge versus Fulford 
Salties al 3:00 and Victoria Ambulance versus Prairie 
Inn at 5:(X). Tuesday. May 6, Harveys will face 
Travelodge at 6:30 p.in.
Schedules of league play are included in this 
season’s program which contractually must arrive for' 
next weekend’s opener. The program price will be fifty 







BRAKES & BRAKE PARTS- 
SAFETY AT A GOOD PRICE
Bumper to Bumper stocks a wide 
range of brakes and 
brake parts.
. *>»9«^„coCEimFIED_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _BUMPER TO BUMPER
fr** t«inch*(kt il ptnduci told nut
tit'fpl wh»r» lilt* nu«niili** »(* hmiiAO Uii* »nrt M»*l«r Chiiq* wficnm* it ino«i *rni»i 
iiKjfi *1 torn#
Bumper to Bumper Location:
Andyls Auto Parts & Accessories 
2412 Bevan Avenue 
Sidney
Tel: 656-7281
’ LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED BY ANDY & JOYCE
'%■















HELP WANTED MISC. FOR SALE MISC. FOR SALE PSRSQNEL5 HOME SERVICES Se'ooifmeht roE ssiE
m BLOCK
BROS.
One 1/3 acre, with excellent 
seaviews from kitchen and 
sundeck, 4 bedrooms, 1 '/i 
baths, rec. room, 2 






TWO BEDROOM mobile home In adult 
pork, minimum age 45 years, no 
children: fridge, stove, w*w, 2 baths, 
no pots. 656-4527. 0171-tf
COMMERCIAL 
Two 50x120’ lots in down 
town Sidney. One lot has a 
leased building on it while 
the other could be 
developed. These have 
many interesting 





This is a distinctive home, 
all on one level with at­
tached 2 car garage. 3 
bedrooms, one ensuite. 
Super large kitchen, built-in 
bar, comfortable living set 
on .55 acre offered at 








2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154
NEWIY RELOCATED, working with 
Central Saanich Municipality, and 
seeking 1 or 2-bedroom house to 
rent, preferably in Saanich. 
References, Call Mr. Richards at 652- 
4444 (weekdays): 301-5256 (evenings 
and weekends). 0251-19
FARM WORKERS dairy, poultry, 
greenhouse, nursery, mochinery 
operatois. gardeners and general 
labourers, etc. Steady, temporory. 
and summer employment will be 
opening. Register now, some Im­
mediate jobs ovailable. Apply to205- 
3400 Douglas St. Victoria. 3B2-4274. 
0272-20
CLARK ENTERPRISES, low price 
factory soivago glass. Cut to size. 24 
oz.. 75c square foot: 32 oz. $1.25: 
3/16, $1.50: 1 /4" plate, $1.75; bronze 
tint. 24 oz., $1.00: 3/16, $2.00; Works 
at rear of Sleggs Lumber, 5th Street 
Sidney. Open Mon. • Fri. 12:30 • 4 
p.m. Saturday 8 o.m. • 12 noon. 656- 
6656. 0409-25
OLDER FRIDGE, good working 




Fine family home in quiet 
rural ^location close to 
schools, shopping, post 
office and hospital. 3 
bedrooms up, lovely living 
room, kitchen with sea 
glimpses. To view this 
custom built full basement 
property please call:




GARDEN OF EDEN 
Lovely 3 bedroom, 
Westcoast-design home 
with tremendous views. 
Combine beauty with 
freedom and the result is 
this desirable home in 
Central Saanich. Apple 
trees and garter snakes 








Sat. 1:30-4:00 p.m. 
8646 Ebor Tree.
' (Off Amity Dr.) 
Spacious entrance hall with 
open stairway. In-line view 
living room and dining 
room. Large kitchen with 
adjoining sundeck. Den and 
three bedrooms (master 
bedroom en suite). Panelled 
recreation room. Be sure to 
see this well maintained half 
acre property.






Saanich Peninsula, prefer 2 
- 3 bedroom, fireplace,
secluded location. No pets, 
no children. Call collect: 
112-758-1592, days. 112- 
248-2578 evenings, or write 
P.O. Box 286, Coombs, 
B C 0308-19
$356.00 WEEKLY possible in only 2 
hours work daily at homo. Start 
immediately. Free. Reply to: 
Opportunities. Box 4-E56. Group S24. 
R.R. #5, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R2C 
2Z2. 0273-19
8' ROME BREAKING DISC Hydraulic 
tronsporl wheels, $5,000. Tim- 
bortoter skidder, ROPS, root blade, 
drowbor, winch, $8,000. Bob Bergo, 
163 Barlow. Quosnol, B.C. V2J 2B8. 
Phono 992-5335, 249-5491. NA-18
ADMIRAL DUAL temperature 
frostless refrigerator, 13 cu. ft. with 
separote freezer door, new con­
dition. 4 ft. box spring: 5 durable 
composition barrels with secure lids 
for packing dishes, 2 wooden packing 
boxes. 656-2598. 0402-18
FOR SALE: bed chesterfield In ex­
cellent condition. Also 16' troller with 
many extras. Phono656-2214. 0257-tf
PRESTIGIOUS INTERNATIONAL
COSMETICS firm is seeking 
representatives. Reply: P-O- 
5230. Victoria. 0247-19
BAIT WORMS. High quality red 
worms. Guarantee your supply and
AVON — Don't take retirement 
sitting down! Become an Avon 
Represontotivo. You’ll meet in­
teresting people, make good money, 
set your own hours. Call Mrs. 
Guenther, 384-7345. 0347-27
order now. Island Orgonlc Worm 
Farms. R.R. 1, 9359 Cottonwood 
Road, Chomoinus, B.C. VOR IKO. 
Phone 246-4542. NA-18
WQRK WANTED
FOR SALE NEWLY MANUFACTURED 
Hydraulic 24“ shoke splitter. Tapered 
splits to P/j" for resaw. 30 squares 
per day. Write C. Boiscloir R.R. #1, 
Oliver . B.C. VOH ITO. Phone 498- 
2767. NA-18
DOOR5I B.C.'S LOWEST PRICESI Pro- 
hung Interior, $19.90; solid Exterior 
pre-hung, $59.00; Panelled doors, 
$39.00. Closet bi-fllds, $17.90; 
Deadbolt Locks, $9.90. Canada's 
lorgest selection! Write or phone for 
further information. Walker Door 
Ltd., Voncouver 266-1101, 1366 S.W. 
Marine Drive V6P 5Z9 or North 





1967 CESSNA 150 1130 SMOH. New 
Narco E.L.T. 10. 300 Nov-Com. Two 
props. C of a 1981. Asking $8,500. 
Phone 567-4088 mornings. 567-9072 
anytime.NA-18
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do it 
yeor round using an aluminum and 
glass greenhouse! Write for free 
brochure to: B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders, 7323 • 6th St., Burnaby, B.C. 




NOTICE is hereby given 
that an application will be 
made to the Director of 
Vital Statistics for a change 
of name, pursuant to the 
provisions of the “Change 
of Name Act,’’ by me:- 
John ' Preston Dominic 
Charlie of Box 641, Gold 
River, VOP 160 in Gold 
River, in the Province of 
British Columbia, as 
follows:-
To change my name from 
John Preston Dominic 








Tlic largest one siop^ 
Equipment Rental Yard on’ 
jthc Saanich Peiiiitsiila. i 
Auihori/cd dealer for 
TCRO, LAWN BOY 
SNAPPER.
We repair all makes.
and
Reel Mower Specialists.
A It ■ hor i/od 
W ar ra n i y 
Sei'N icc Centre.
COMFORTABLE ROOM, bathing and
cooking facilities. 656-78B7. 0391-18
Troy built machine will go through 
24” opening. Call anytime 656-1378. 
Keep this number beside your 
phone!
0219-15
TWO BEDROOM bosement suite, 
ouiet vouna working person only. 
References 'required. 656-0226 
between 5-6 p.m. only. 0375-18
OCCASIONAL EVENING BABY SITTER 
one block from Central Soonich Hall. 
652-3088. 0354-18
TWO SINGLE ROOMS, 
facilities, clean. 656-4 027.
kitchen
0381-18
QUALITY BUILT HOME 
' SAANICHTON 
. Imihaculate 4 bedroom 2 
level bungalow with fully 
developed basement. Large 
landscapeB lot with fruit 
trees and rural views. To 
view this well built and 








Imaginative, 3 bedroom 
home on secluded Vi acre. 
It’s many generous rooms 
make it ideal for a growing 




V -SMALL : 
SIDNEY BUSINESS 
FORSALE
Great future i potential, 
family oriented. Well 
established and a low in
OPEN HOUSE 
Saturdayl;30 - 4:30 
8533 Moxon Terrace 
(off Amity Drive)
You may like to make an 
offer on this 3 bedroom, 
older, but most com­
fortable home, with 
pleasing water view, on 
$69,500.
or
You may prefer just the Vi 
acre lot with its views of 
Sidney and the islands. 
Offers on $42,500. _
This desirable property can 
be purchased as is; home 
and possible Vi acre. Make
DRY STORAGE or workshop in uppor 
garogo. $40 per monih. 656-2276.
0 3 -18
ONE
NO JOB TOO SMALL. Young cor- 
penter willing to do fences, sun- 
decks. renovations, pointing etc. All 
work guaronteed. Phone Ron 656- 
0287 or 656-3625.
CONSTRUCTION & TRUCK EQUIP- 
MENT Saturday May 10. 1980 - Anne 
Street ond Brook Street. Borrio. 
Ontario. Consisting of Crawler, 
loaders, tractors, fork life ex- 
covotors. load backhoes. motor 
grader, rubber tired loaders and 
trucks. Spend $30,000 at our sole ond 
we will poy your domestic air fare. B 
& B Auctioners phone (705) 737-0879. 
NA-IB
MISC. WANTED
SMALL UTILITY TRAILER, and small 
disc or tyne harrow. 652-2254 0378-18 
2 DRAWER file cabinet, portable 
typewriter. Pleose call 652-1325. 
0350-1 8
INCORPORATE! $200 plus tiling fees. 
Incorporate yourself - fast • over the 
telephone. Our forms and typing 
services are lowyer approved. Colt 
Self Counsel Services toll free 112- 
800-663-3035. Chargex and 
Mastercharqe approved. 47-tf
..... . ' M-I.lfl. HUJ
COMING EVENTS
BUSINESS PERSONALS
CONWOOD SHIELDS AUCTIONS. 
Canadian wide industrial equipment 
and truck auctions May 10. June 21, 
August 23, September 20, October 11 
and November 8. Consign now. 
Phone 604-279-0132 Calgary. Alberta. 
Boxl Site2R.R.5.T2P 266. .na-18
tf
BEDROOM ground level 
opartment in Sidney. Heat and hydro 
supplied. Unfurnished. Phone 656- 
4463 evenings. $265,00. 0230-26
NO JOB TOO SMALL. Young English 
corpenter. 5 years apprenticeship. 
Guaranteed work. Coll Steve 656- 
5819. tf




lyour offer now. 
Bill Ratcliffe 656-4517
AGENCIES 





Fully serviced 1/3 acre lot 
in beautiful Dean Park 






425 sq. ft. office space. 
$230 per month includes 
electricity, air condition, 
heat, water, elevator ser­
vice.
960 sq. ft. office space, 
$560.00 per month includes 
electricity, air condition, 
heat, yvateri elevator ser- 
■vice. "
1044 sq. ft. office space. 
$600.00 per month includes 
electricity, air condition,
; heat, water, elevator ser- 
T-.vice. - ,L
For Enquiries: 




SPEEDY GARDEN SERVICE. Good 
reliable work, Please coll ofter 4 p.m. 
656-6859. •'
MOST PHASES of gardening and 
londsco[jing • olso gorden deiiqi- 
Call Char Ins Vau inn. 656-159 5 after 5 
p.m. 10 tf
RUBBAGE. GARBAGE HAULED. 
Basement and clean-up jobs. Phono 
652-4035. 37.tf
1973 KOMATSU D65E, angle blade, 
Hyster free spool winch, bush 
guarded, new rails, pads, remainder 
50% - Kamloops, $70,000; 1977 L200P 
& H rough terroin crane, 60 foot 
boom. 20 foot gib, G.M. power, low 
hours, excellent - Peace River 
$67,500; 1974 ML 200 Mountoin
logger skidder, 200 h.p. class, new 
tires. Clark winch, excellent. 
Cranbrook - $30,000; 1972 Michigan 
125 mA WELDCO 25 grapple, G.M. 
power, needs 3 tires. Minor repairs 
completed. Kamloops - $38,000; 1972 
Timberjack 2500, 4 cubic yard bucket , 
good tires, excellent, Cranbrook • 
$42,750. Phone 988-5685 or 324-2446. 
NA-18
WANTED MESH PLAYPEN, good 
condition, also baby's car seat. 656- 
2162. 0339-18
PUBLISHERS OF NATIONAL 
magazines want to buy your 
everyday photographs. All pictures 
considered. For details send $4.95 
U.S. to Photo-Buyer, Box 402, 
Spokane, Wosh. 99210. na-18
COMPLETE
equipment
USED PIZZA Restaurant 
Also 40 squares of cedar 
shakes. Phone 845-7410 in the North 
or 342-9766 in the South. na-18
CANADIANA COSTUME SOCIETY will 
hold an old fashioned tea and fashion 
show in St. Aidon's Hall, 1691 
Broadmeod Avenue, Victoria. 
Saturday, May 3rd. 2:30 - 4:30 p.m. 
Includes sale of collectables. 
Admission. $3,00
LOST CHARM BRACELET on 
Malaview, April 23rd. Please call 656- 
6268. 0378-18
AUTOS B BOATS 
FOR SALS




WILLIE THE WORKER. Rototilling. 
monure, shovelling, gardening, yard
clean up, $8.00 per hour. 652-4137. 
0235-1 8
ROTOVATING — small powerful 
mochine. Free estimates: Bob 
Mortman. .656-4772, 656-2040, ofter 5
■p.m. ; ; ' '^ ■' ,'(■ ,0)33.tl
EXTERIOR • INTERIOR DECOR PANELS 
translucent or opoque structure 
fiberglass panels with pepple or 
smooth textures, choice of color or 
white. Size: 36" x 00" x .035”. Ideal 
uses include: Privacy panels around 
swimming pools • sun decks • garden 
and patio: - fence • wind break 
around carports - drop ceiling • room 
divider screens - wall liner around 
tubs or laundry rooms • laminate on 
doors which suffer abuse • hygienic 
or food preporotion oreos. Easy to 
use. Beautiful to look at. NUFAB,' 
phone 530-6201, 22470 Fraser High­
way Langley. V3A 4P6. : NA-18
mfm
1977 KAWASAKI KZIOOO, im­
maculate, stock condition: now tiros; 
offers to $2700 or will consider 
PE/lT/enduro 175/250 on trade. 656- 






"COFFEE PARTY & SALE, Saturday 
May 10, 10 a.m. ot Legion Hal! Mills . 
Road, Sidney. Plants, homobaking, 
etc. Transportation from Post Office 
10-10:30."
18' CABIN BOAT, glass over wood, 40 
HP Evinrude, electric, and 3% HP 
Seagull. $1,400. 9675 First St. Sidney,, : 
656-3193 0368-18
9* CLINKER , BUILT row boat. 




The Saanich Inlet is 
featured in this sunny Vi 
acre location. Beautifully 
finished kitchen, most 
attractive dining room, an 
impressive living room, 
king sized bedroom plus 
den. Lower floor contains 
entrance, family room, and 
an additional bedroom plus 





For rent, Approx. 640 sq. 







2354 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney 
CALL NOW
Marina Park Apartments 
White Birch Road 
One bedroom unit on third 
floor facing we.st. Fridge 




Very attractive single level 
townhouse. Approx, 1000 
•saq. ft, of living area. 
Living room with brick 
fireplace, dining room with 
sliding glass door to yard, 2 
bedrooms, skylight over 
main entry, double glazed 
















Only one block from the sea 
on quiet street. Well built 4 
bedroom (2 up - 2 down) 
home including 2'/: 
bathrooms, separate dining 
room, family room with 
fireplace, and other good 
features. A gardeners 
delight. Good soil, many 
fruit and nut trees. 
Possession 1 July. MLS.
$86,(KM)
Giles Perodeuu 656-4525 
.lohnlkll 477-2562
AVON
Put an extra paycheck in 
your pocket. Earn a second 
income selling Avon. 
Flexible hours. For in­
formation call Mrs. J. 







Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
prices. '
Also e.xcellent crews 
available for larger jobs, 
656-3297
METAL BUILDING ROOFS, walls ; 
sealed, leokoge, rusting and 
corrosion corrTpletety stopped. Fast 
one coat seamless spray application. 
Pace Products. P.O^ Box 1288, Station 
A. Surrey. B.C. V3S 4R2. NA-18
PRINCE,ALBERT PORTABLE SAWMILL
with 471 GM Power unit, live log 
dock, hydroullc carriage drive, 
blower 48” headsaw, $17,000, 1971 
Timberjack 404 skidder. $12,500; 
1972 AR7 Patrick log loader'with 
lumber forks and log grapple, 
$18,000; 1958 HD16 crawler with 
blade and 80,000 Ib. winch, $10,000. 
Mode! 21000 Allis-Chalmers power 
unit, $7,500. Waterous • 4" odgor, 
$1,500. Phone 696-3636. NA-18
1970 VW Westphalia 
pop-top camper. New 
rebuilt engine, tires. 




Your present coverage too 
costly?
We have access to New and 
Excellent Markets and 
we’re excited about the 
Coverages we can provide. 
CALL NOW for details as 
related to your particular 
situation?
Larry Pruden
656-0131 Ev. 656-0365 
■ 2354 Beacon Ave.
................ '
THE CATS' PROTECTION League 
Annuol May Tea and Bazaor will be 
held in The St. John Ambulonce Holl 
on Saturday, May 3, 1980, from 2 
P.M. to 4 P.M,, with stalls of Home 
Cooking. Aprons, Books, Plants, 
Superfluities. Admission, including 
Tea is .75c
ACW OF BRENTWOOD COLLEGE 
MEMORIAL CHAPEL, Dogwood .Tea 
and Bazoor, Saturday May 3, 2 p.m., 
Brentwood Community Hall, Wallace 
Drive. Home baking, neediwork, . 
plonts, white elephants and books. 
Admission SI .25 includes good teo, 
■IB'
:BUS. bt;jHTUNITIEG
■76 GLASSPLY BOAT, 21'/i ft., Sedan 
style, 165 Morcruisor, stern canvas, 
CB, DS, tandem Roadrunnor trailer, 
$11,500,479-5702. tl
SHAKLEE HEALTH products (or sale. 
556-4889 . 0394-18
HANDYMAN
GARAGE SALE: May 3 and 4 at 10073 
Third Street, Sidney from 9 a,m. to 4 
p.m. 7x0 cabana: Craftsman 26” 4 HP 
rotospator: wood and metal working 





Part time night work, $4 - 
$5 per hour. Transportation 
an asset. Suitable for male 
or female. Apply to 205 - 
3400 Douglas Street, 
Victoria, B.C. 382-4274. 
0323-18
All kinds of homo FIX-IT jobs. Repair 
small applioncos. electric cords etc, 
No job loo smoll.
C. McConnell 
656-7670
1974 SUNSET 19 (I. landem trailer, 
Camplolely equipped. Immaculate, 
$4,900,652-9027 . 0383-18
022M9
15 CU. FT, VIKING FREEZER, $150, 210 
Ib. barbell sol with heavy duly bonch, 
$150, Underwood desk lypowrilor, 
$50; utility pump with pipe and (It- 
tings, $!(». All in A-1 »hapo. 656- 
3386 alter 5 p.m.  0266-18
WOODWORKER FOR BOAT (inhhing, 
Musi Iwvo coblnol and joinery ox- 
perienco. 656-751 h 0390-10
>IJ
OPEN HOUSE 




Several brand new siiiles 
available, take this one for 
example, 2 bedrooms, wall 
to wall carpet, colored 
appliances, view, 
beauiifully decorated, 
ihcrmoglass, sliding door to 
balcony. All this for only 






9958 SwlflHure Place 
“PERFECT 
RETIREMENT 
OR S TAR I EH ”
Immiictilate 3 bedroom no 
step bungalow, manicured 
gardeni great soil for small 
vegetable garden, complete 
with metal shed. A must 
see! In peaceful Sidney. 
Turn off Beacon to .lames 
White Blvd, to Swiftsurc 
Place,
Illiinchc Gingrich 6.%.4773 
Knowles Realty Ltd. 384- 
8101
THREE BEDROOM CEDAR HOME, 125
Icikushortt lal, axculloni gardon, wall 
in.ulcilad Natural go* Knaling, 
$59,9CK3. I’honn 396-7277 or writ* Box 
245 locU) HochaB.C. VOK irO, NA-IB 
BY OWNIRi fixcaliont 9-room 
rwmodallBrl, Could ho dupiox. Pool, 
hull Haul, doublo lol. Qulnl.cloiti lo 
downlown, Balow voluo, $15,000 lo 
IIW *. morlflago- Grand Forki, 
phono 442-8421, NA-18
Mill LAKE FRONT pluk 65 head 
doodod acroi. All lorvitoi, odjatonl 
Itj iiiivv 5 <irr« .ut-dlvlilno. Bon nllor. 
10 $49 500 l-.Pr Locolod In Brldgo Loko 
n»or Highwny 24, Phono 593-4475,
l/Lll-.:.-.,,.™....._____ _ ___ ■
dwNf«"MUrT’TElTToar »qua7«"iool
Ivjmo plu« 6 iicro» on ihn moK 
l-Hioulilul (liollorod loMing ol Iroai, 
th((. graviiy ipring waior, croak, 
loko niron, oil Will corry
morlgngo 12". F.P, $39,500, loioiad 
Urkiflo tcika n»ar lOD MHa Mou»«. 
Phon« 593 4475, NA-19
LTD.








IIONIV, IV OWNEbT Vary pUa 2
txirnr homa, axlaritlva lamudallinfl 
loll a yanri. Garnoa-workihop with 
oHochad »|iad Goidan plot, covuiad 
polio, lorga hockyord, |49,SOO, No 
!.I''*»052 2, o.lliy III 
H Mill WNArAiri mvTiTiiROH- 
TAOI. two Ijllat, 160 octal onc( 40 
atew, Boori tiuhlnfl. (ancad ■ |f4,{»a. 
lacmi ovollcibla, PRISSY LAKE 10 
'-utc JiU,v;,H>, tgih
pi Iti $12,500- Ocxi Fdan, Phon* 456- 
■ c. 'NA-IB 
ij.iOO DOWN, buyi 5 «craT'"6(
»uniWr\» nrr CnbiluUi lilond, ip
mlnrilai (arry clda (rom Nnnnimn 
Hwirly if-htilula. Priw |'26,000. Nail 
Work, Phona 347.R8S3, Oohritilo 
R»olly.Of247 «A23 HA 1#
AFFORDAHl-E
Bright Townhouse witli 2 
large hcdroonis, den, t'/i 
batlis, 2 car park, private 
cemented patio. Low 
as,sessmcnts (includes water 











FAMILY OF FOUR 'MarHly rnnvail to 
town a( Sldnay looking lor
l.i-u un*-*'I'na*-1, (.'»r pait,
Appirtx.imolaly $350 lo $400 par 
mnnih C«tl Ray t>f Cynihici ol 





Clerk V (Executive 
Secretary): Applications
will be received by the 
undersigned friTin suitably 
qualified per.sons for the 
position of Executive 
Secretary to the Secretary* 
Treasurer, 7 hours per day, 
12 months per year, ef­
fective June 16. 1980. This 
position requires a person 
with superior stenographic 
skills, the ability to type a 
minimum of 80 wpm and 
take sliorthand at the rate 
of UK) wpm, the ability to 
be tactful and to have a 
broad nnderstunding of 
communication .skills and 
personnel relationships. 
This person will be required 
to work witli a minimum of 
supervision in a wide range 
of secretarial, personnel 
management, and budget 
related arcus.
Salary range 1980 is $7,45 
to $8,10 per hour. 
,\pplicallon forms and job 
description are available 
from Ihe Scliool Board 
Offict, telephone ('lUr 11U. 
Closing date for ap­
plications is Monday, May 
12ih, 1980 at 12 o’clock 
noon. k.s. ingiaiii, 
Secretary-Treasurer, School 
District No, 63, (Saanich), 
B.O. Box 2010, Sidney,
$356,00 WEEKLY PO$SIBLE In only 2 
hours work dolly ol homo, Start 
irnmodlololy, Froo. Roply lo 
Oppo-run,nr-s Brj/ 4 - F 56, Group 524, 
RR 415. WInnipag, Manitoba, R2C 2Z2. 
0360-20
GOOD STRAWBERRY PLANTS, oollng 
rhubarb, (loworlng mapio Irons, 
doors and windows, building in­
sulation, coder posts. 656-3071. 0328- 
1 9
ALFALFA 
Excellent second cut. 
Dairy or horse feed. 
Large supply. $155 per 
ton. 100”/o Canadian —- 
Alhcrtri’s finest. Phone 





You can earn up to $205.80 
or more in only 5 hrs. work 
per week processing mail 
for all our companies and 
can even work from home. 
You may choose your own 
lioiirs, full or pai l (iine. No 
experience necessary. Start 
immediately by writing to 
77 Park woods Village Dr., 
/I304 Don Mills, Ontario, 
M3A2Y2. 0.325-19
■ ST. PAUL’S - 
CATHOLIC CHURCH 




To Saltspring Island. Special 
Mass and Reception at " 
Drummond Park, 2 p.m. 




WINNERS FOR THE RAFFLE held at Iho 
Savo the Children Fund Toe, April 23, 
1980 are as iollaws; G. Coulter No. 
5881, H. SIska No. 568, M, Anderson 
No. 559, M, WIngorton No. 4270, E, 
Goble No, 4341, Mrs, Seymour No. 
4386, A. Meiklo No. 6053, Mrs, Duke 
No, 6045.
1979 YAMAHA SPECIAL II. 656.11U3,
02 7 5-1 8
CHICKS . brown ogg loyers, while 
leghorns, while rocks, order early 
ship anywhere. Nopior Chick Sales, 
6743 ■ 216lh 51., Box .59, Milner, B.C. 
VOX 1 TO. U4 7222, if
GENERAL LABORER, landscaping, 
(jardenlng. etc. Fluxiblo hours. Apply 
Wesipoil Marina, (,56'2032. 0403-1(1
CEDAR HOME (o build (Pannhode), 
1475 sq, (1,, Ihermdpane windows 
Must sell by the ond o( Iho month. 
477-0673. 0326 10
FOB SALEi nine niumlnum windows, 




JOHN DEER riding mower. 656-5691. 
18
GENDRON BABY CARRIAGE cotryiiili 
lo slroller and (ravel bod, $50; l(iro« 




Let US help you!
typing challenge 
great or too small. 
Ihmkkccping to trial 
halnncc. VVe offer ef- 
fieiem, dependable, and 
confidential service to 
businesses and in­
dividuals. Phone 6.56- 
7(V)9or 656-5639, 0327- 
20
OTTO HARDTOP lent Itoller, 12 (ool 
long, wtihir and sink, stove, Ire box. 
New owning, chemical lollol, InQoori 
rnndllinn. $1,175 0(1, 656 4679, Oltifl
1_U_ _______
20" kllNi Hnmmond organ, 656-2960 
oiler 6p,m ,ur 6561.2233, 0333-lli
6 AliXbT'T Juiriltmiotmld~ariicTos, 
lools, etc, I1(,4ll Lochildo Delve,
' Solurdny, May -VJ 00mm. 037^HI
B'l‘0DTNo''TtANVT 7«o»lnliTes,
(idWers, gornoiumi, ole. Grown 
hydroponicolly. Avalon I'orm, corner 
Birch and 5h^n^ Roads, 0377-10
WILLIIUY
All kind of frogs 
• rrcefrogs Bnllfrogs- 
Touds and 
GARTERSNAKES 
(must be 18“ and over) 
A.s breeding Stock 
For Informiitloii call 
652-2481 or 652-1081 
lifter 5 p.m,
SWIMMING POOL DEALERSHIP •
Award winning California Pool 
MonufacUnor wants to ostablish a 
Wostorn ConarJian doolorship not" 
work. Tho patnntod pool Is nofv 
corroslvci. portly or fully insulatod. 
Accoplod doalors will havo oxcluslvo 
ton itOHOS and wdi bt> botkod with 
provinco wide tolovislon and 
now6papor advortlsing. Plooso sond 
rosurno to: Box 160, c/o BCYCNA, 
non, 507 Wo^t Hostings St Vnn- 
cotivor B,C. V6B 1H7. All roplioii 
ronfidontial. NA-?
BEGINNERS CERAMIC lessons for 
children. A (our week course In- 
cludos tho uso of all maloriols and 
firing, Foo $5.0.00, Rogistnr now lor 
May clossos. 6G6"r»755. 0404-10
SAILING LESSONS on a C a C 56. 3 
hour$ par losaon. 4 con&ocutivo 
Saturdays, Class comniencos May 




linmn donliirshlps slill ovollahli) 
with Canada's leading 
mnnulticluroi,




CESAREAN BIRTH GROUP will 
niool Tuosday, May 13, nt 7;30 p m, 
rrl Iho Royal Jiibiloti Hospilal "Adannc 
fluiirjinq" 'rnrnor of Adrinor 8 Rich 
mond) Guijsl spanker will hn Dr, 
Calwill, Obslolriciop, Cveiyono 
wtilccmio. Moro Inlormallon at 479-
M37, _ __ „
VICTORIA F 90 TonslinUlross Club 
will moiil Wodnasday, May 7, 9 30 
u rn. in Iho Viciorla Wiisl Communily 
Y, 521 Croigllowor RckuI, Guosls are. 
wolr.omri, lor luiilei inlannalion 
plouso phono ;'lfl5-7269.
BLACK SHEEP (or sale, |‘hono '337- 
S167nM_et6 p,m, _ __ 037MH
puR?n RE n'l^oirs (('"’$ prTn o’er
SPANIELS liver and wlilie, site and 
dom ImpniTod (rom U.K, ExtollenI 
hlirl dogs and (lols. Many Hold trial 
champions In pedigreo. Phan# 593- 
. ng.lll
animaT”
13 YEAR OLD YOUTH will cul your 
lown with yc-ur lawnmnwer ur minm 
CallPeler, 656-6139 0405.|fl
VOUNOIIH retired BUEINESI man 
wonts pari lime work, teinil, 
(xsokkneplng m similar, In Ihe Sidney 
area Plemephr-rie657,-3866 03116 10
Bli'"1lw'AFMr¥tMOVED lr‘6(7''o(
charge, W. Granheld, 65b-44i)1 0387- 
18 __
HUP ■ A ElbNEY ifilDENf 1 HROUciH
Univeiiiiy, Reliable, experienced 
lawn and garden culling and 






!■ ■■. J ! ( Iiijliw,, Uiid '.,H'lil'1 lni'‘i‘"*'i
will lake care o( or lease reioied 
IsMSiness, Please call 892-5204 rexsm
In
B.C. V8L.3S-4.
103 or write c‘o Box 163 ot 808 207 
West Miisririns Sireel, Vancouver, 
BC V(-8 1H7,
093-18 lOTOTIllINO, N'^job too smoll, tree 
eiiiinoles, 65}.2ya*, ‘i,
TEAK DINING TABLE, goad lundllion. 
*ll10lmn,652-9.TlV.,
OARAo'e 'SAlir Moy 37'9,00 TiTr'i, 
Reclinor thair, nnllrpie rhinn cnhlnel, 
assortmoni a( toys and hnuselKild 
arhc.lei, ladin. man's 411 slie knit 
swealor, car lop corrlor, 3 tor side 
rnltroii, 10301 Gahilain Plote, 
Sidney, B.C. ^
1x5' single glnio Ideal (nr enlrtmte 
way, $55each 656 4053, 03(i5-III
ToVo’wi'ljVrwt’NoImXjum^
(.ondiilon, 1150, 8' niumlnum
Sl»ipluddnr, $50, (.52 J342. 0370 10
Hib'itTuijiTBTToTlTeeter. ('Icked'in
nrdiu, Thlrly tents per pound 6S'J- 
32211, 03110-19
FIVE PIECE MAPLE riiiitthe set In gnnd 
condition $175 Photie6W,-rL549,
tiTpiR’NilGHVoBHboD^I
Slindny ESny 4 9am ■ 4 p m 
Sparlitrg g-'>ails, (utnllure, (rauielv)ld 
Ilems and mnrh mote, 11702 Fhar 
Tetrace, (ci|( Amllyj, . •'395-18
iFlib UNHNtb wnshohie cream 
tplcitud dropes. campleie with 44 
Iwi uf ,s-i!s. tiuvik. und iullw,'ii lUiH 
ore 6' I (1, in length, cemoinder are 
5" . leel $125 Im the ini. 656.3020, 
0407 18
5TAU LINER BOARD.
hyglnrdt, high iliimglh, Approved by 
Dept, ol Agr. Alto uinlul (or enw 
pallors or where lood prupaialiori 
nmids snniltiry wall or Iritile trip 
suiltitus, NUFAB phone 530i6'20l, 
73411) ftnsnr Highwny, Langley, V3A 
4I‘6,' M no-19
SECOND INCOME. Oppnthinlty lo 
iH.irn, $200 ■ iSLIO lo $1,000 per monih 
In the (asl growing benullclon held, 
Flexihln hours Qimllly and seevirn 
orlenlollon desirable. Call 656.6087 
lielwiien 6 and II p.m, 0310 20
BY OWNER IN CARIBOO loned LIghi 
Indusifitil in lowm, 2 steel buildings 
and hcjuso on 2 lots - fi2(XJ,tX)0, Box 
IITil lOOMilellinise B.C. VOK7fO 
n a • 2 0
(T-ARuioo "iowTi’m ’ $ii’vTcE™for 
SALE. Good running rlghls. Phono 
9'I3.56I0 or 992 7175 tir write
CAR WASH SATURDAY 3 MAT. 11 
u.in, 01 Flinl Motors, 5lh 8 Bear on In 
aid ol Penlnsulo Falcons (DIv, I Soci'in 
Chctmplij.ns), Trip lo Kiilowno Thunk 
You Mr Gerry Flinl For Use ol film 
MnInrH
Tlii..TuxTirARY''Tb"'’lAANTcH I
Piininsulo Kaspllnl vrill hold Itieii 
annual Sphrm tuu, (lul-« und I’lunl 
5al« un Mny lOlh (ram '7.4 ril die 
Margmol Vnughu Birrh Hall on 4ih, 
Strom, Sidney Ihe oviud will he ol 
Ihe close ol Noiionnl MospHol Week,










WANTEDi Cuwi iKid quoin. Will pay 
lop price. Apply (o John or James 
Foil, 1855 Iholn Rd,. Cobble Hill, B.C, 
VfIK 110 nr phone 74:1,5023, K
nnsoRJiLs
c:AK|.:i)i;toi<ATiN(i
VVcililiiig, anniversary, cic. 
Tops anil oriiiimcnts on 
luiiul, BluTiic Mary 658- 
0.385-18
$AAN. PENINBLIIA OUIDANCI 
AiiOClATION Iai ih$*
ftlHtily, ultftvitfuttL Htf»fti(tu« Oiul 
Innidy tmtmwttloq ,666 1547 5440 
‘BtlDeiv Avft (1 ftvvft Htitll if
WMINfl
UlVOdcil $100 1 (ding (ees. Wo 
fi, ,i|i<ti e your dIviKi e pope s r>v«i dm 
,.hnnii Inst I »i mine jnloinudlnn
mil nil f6w Mii'H'i’i id lACk n
lAMIS MBA nil (nil (ree 112 
ISIO I|6;I Jd W pn Vriniiniver men mil 
MI7 244'7) r.hingex and Mdslei 
fi (-.otip well nnie-( 311 11
Tcniiers will he openetl 
on May 1 for a coniraci lo 
cxpiiml ilie holding lam: 
au'a (if Ihe Vesiivins Bay 
Ferry icrmhial on Sail- 
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SERVICE DIRECTORV









REPAIR WORK ' 
A SPECIALTY 











All types of brick ond block work, 
new fireplaces or repair your old 





•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 






























Fence Posts, Digging, 50 











Stucco - Drywall 









Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 











“Big or small 
we will do them all’’


























PATCHING SPECIAIISTS - PRICE 


















; Regulor Hours 












1864 John Rd. 
656-2691
Quick Tidy — EHiciont












Get ready for summer 
iPower flush your motor I 
including thermostat. $45. 
Open Mon, ■ Fri. 9 - 4:30 | 1 p.m.,'Sat. 8 -1:00 p.m. 















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
Mon.-Fri. 7-5 p.m. 
Sot. 7*3 p.m.
I Now specializing in
I finishing carpentry, ■ cabinets and bnilt-ins, J
I
rumpus rooms, repairs, i 




BACK riLlING —LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
riLTERBEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
• WATER LINES














































CofiipIniP Inilfillonuiu ' 




• HE SMHNti -l ELIING
• ON SIGHT ASPECIALTY
• AIMUS I A VOICE HAMMERS
AC I'lGN .C lAJUND liLRVlCL TC) 
PUBLIC - THACHURS.
SCHOOL Ol' MUSIC, CLUBS* CUUHCHLS
69.no WAM.ACi: OIL, BRENTWOOD BAY
T:KSKlfT
ELECTRICIAN 























Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience In 








I'or all your roofing 
needs.









































Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning
ihrough Steam Extraction 











Serving Sidney, Central 
& North Saanich.
656-1920
AJAX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Windows - Floors • Carpets 














Also Houling. Will deliver one to 




Morine, Auto fi Safety Glass 
Window Gloss- Mirrors 
Windshields Installed ; 
Insurance Clolms 
Promptly Handled
I oil 4 McDonald ; jor.' 
Park Rd. ' 656-1313
APEX STEEL LTD.
COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING S WELDING ; 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 
24 HOUR SERVICE 




We have been collecting a list of the names of plants 
which are more or less immune to attack by foraging 
deer. Mrs. Scoffield, of Swartz Bay, was enormously 
helpful in this, adding about a dozen names to our 
otherwise rather meager list. No guarantee comes with 
this list, since each deer seems able, like a goat, to eat 
almost anything. As more and more houses are built 
on land, that used to be pasture, or forest, these 
beautiful, but destructive beasts, are driven to eating 
whatever they can find, and if it happens to be your 
bed of prize tulips, well, they are quite happy to 
oblige!
Herewith the list: Polyanthus, Oriental poppies, 
Aubretia, Lilies, Naricissus, Daffodils, Fox Gloves, 
Any crocus, including the fall one, called colchicum. 
Marguerites, Broom, Leather Leaf Viburnum, Lilacs, 
Pieris Japonica, Rhodendrons, Skimmia, Berberis 
(also called Barberry) Quince (also called Japonica), 
Euonymus, Oregon Grapes and Armeria.
Those of you who, through experience, may have 
discovered other plants which appear to be “deep- 
proof” might care to add to our list, and 1 would be 
happy to pass on this information.
Mrs. Scoffield said, ruefully, “I rather resent the 
deer controlling what 1 can plant in rny garden” and 
then added gallantly: “But they are so lovely!” A bit, 
to-day about transplanting, something that faces most 
of us in the next little while...
First, for those of you who may have, for the first 
time, planted your own seeds in flats of some kind, the 
right time to transplant your seedlings is when they 
have formed their first “true leaves”... those first little 
green things that appear are riot leaves, and eventually
fall off. but the real leaves will appear within days.
A coaple of hours before attempting to transplant, 
water your flats well. I fitid a kitchen fork, or a 
teaspoon, works very well as a transplanting tool, 
when the plants are very small. If they are a bit large 
for this, you may need to take a knife, a sharp one, 
please, and cut the soil into squares, each with a plant 
in the middle, much as you would cut a cake.
If you are transplanting things like onions, or leeks,
1 have found the best method is to soak the clunip of 
tiny plants in a bucket of water,., the soil falls away 
from the roots, and you can easily pick out individual 
seedlingswithput damaging the roots. i . ; ^
When transplanting outside, you would be wise to 
choose a cloudy day .otherwise you will Have to keep 
the sun pff your seedlings by putting somethng over 
them like newspaper, or long grass... anything that,^
, ntfill t-vt-Atfartf fl-iair wilfino fmm tViP
Lawnmower
Repairs




-New Liners etc. , 
To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 












$ldn*y, B.C. Phon* 656-6170 Fireplaces, chimneys, 
built and repaired. Small 
brick and block




Duct work, Cliimneys, 
Boilers, Oil Stoves. DISCOUNT
Residential ■ Com- PICTURE
nieicial. FRAMING
POWER CLEANED AlkD Oil pniiitinti, Yolofc ond 
toninl
652-2162 656-0207
will preyent their ilti g fro  the heat.
Arm yourself with a trowel, or a small garden fork, 
a watering can containing tepid/water, (in which you ^ 
have put some fish fertilizer, of some 20-20-20, or 
some “Miracle Grow” or even houseplant fertilizer... ' 
just something that will reduce the shock of being 
moved so unceremoniously from a sheltered spot out 
into the cruel hard world where many dangers lurk!) j 
You may also want a pillow to kneel on. Don’t forget 
those newspapers, or your armfull of dried, long 
grass.
As you dig each hole, pour in some of your water- 
fertilizer mixture, place your seedling in the hole, firm 
it in, leaving a small indentation around it to hold 
water, and then add about a cupful of your “mix”. 
Cover with straw, (or whatever) say a small prayer that 
the slugs and cutworms aren’t watching, and go on toe 
the next plant.
Now is a good time to sprinkle slug bait around the 
edge of the bed, and to put Diazinon between the 
rows. If you put earwig bait around the border as well, 
you should have a pretty good chance of seeing your 
precious seedlings grow into mature plants. “Bon 
chance”, as they say! .
Due to lack of space, some of the winners in the 
1980 Sidney-North Saanich Garden Club annual show 
were unable to appear in last week’s Review.
Following are the remainder of the show’s winners; 
C. Estelle While Memorial trophy for best 
arrangement (section 1) - Fran Butler, 9561 Lochside. 
Margaret Watts trophy for best arrangement (section 
2) - M. Burrows, 1415 McTavish. B.A. Andrews 
tropliy for best potted plant, Charlotte Hyland, 9286 
Maryland. Daisy D. Swayne Memorial trophy for best 
entry (section 3) - Isabel Chamberlain, 962r - Sgh 
Street.
Money was donated by the following: Mrs. M. 
Widenden, Mrs. C. Hicks. Mrs. Vivian Moore, Mrs. 
Connie Hicks, Ralph Brackenbridge, Dr. J. I'zati, Dr. 
Jean Izatt, Les Moore.
As well, Michael Hicks, 8, wos part of The Review 
photoBfaplV of the winners last week, but he was not 
named in the caption. Michael, front row left In the 
photo, won ihc Gyrus Peck Trophy.
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Relocation of the mill 
llay-Urcntwood ferry route 
will not lake place, ac­
cording to a let ter to 
Central Saanich council 
from Alex Fraser, 
provincial minisier of 
transporiaiinn and 
chairman of the B.C. Ferry 
Corporation.
“We have been receiving 
comidcrnblc corrc.spon- 
dciiwc I’luiii inuniciiTalillc;.
urging Ihc IJCFC to relocate 
the Mill Hay • Bremwood 
ferry rouic,” the minister’s 
letter said. “ I lie Fciry 
Coiporntion is facing an 
ever-increasing demand for 
vehicle deck capacity on ail
its routes. As with other 
icrminulfi, Swartz Bay is 
coping with difficulty with 
increased frequencies of 
sailing and with an in­
creasing number of vehicles 
presenl for each sailing.
“It cannot reasonably, 
thcrefotc, move the 
Brentwood Bay sailings and 
traffic and impose nn 
additional burden on the 
Gw.iitz Bay tcmVuial,”
Cenital Saanich council 
has opposed tlie bid by 
North Cowichan Mayor 
Ciialuim Hi Lite to mti oduce 
a Hutch Point • Swartz Bay 
sailing in lieu of the prcscni 
unite.
For nn orgunizution supposedly concerned with 
appearance and putting the right fool forward, the 
Vancouver Island Publicity Bureau Is having Its 
troubles, '
The bureau is the group In charge of promoting 
Vancouver Island as a lourLst destination to external 
markets, and operates by way of grants from Island 
municipalities,
It recently contacted Sidney council with a request 
for $157 annual dues for 1980, but addressed the 
request to "Mayor Filorma Seeley and council,”
Mayor Norma Spells her name "Sealey” . . . with
!iri "a” and not nn ”e’
But to top It off, Sealey (with an "a”) told council 
the bureau spelled Sidney wrong at the recent Island 
meeting. When the mayor went to pick up her pre­
printed mime tag from ilic mteting organizcr.% if was 
printed “Sydney”.
“I didn’t appreciate It coming from the publicity 
bureau,” Sealey said. "They should know belter,”
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Came for a year « stayed for ten
He came to Vancouver 
Island on a one-year ex­
change program and ended 
up staying 10 years.
And now Rev. Robert 
Sansom of the Anglican 
Church’s Sidney and North 
Saanich parish is on the 
move once again — but this 
time only down the Pat Bay 
Highway to Oak Bay’s St. 
Mary’s parish.
Sansom leaves at the end 




Leaveyourchild ot P.o.I.s. 
while you shop!
$1.50 on hour 
Uppor Mali. Town Square 
Sidney 
6S6-7822
“Ploy and Learn Safely"
Holy Trinity Church at Pat 
Bay and St. Andrew’s 
Church in Sidney to take 
over from Arch-deacon H. 
Jones who was elected the 
new Bishop of B.C. after 24 
years at St. Mary’s in Oak 
Bay.
In an interview Monday 
Sansom looked back on his 
decade spent on the 
peninsula, and called it “a 
very happy sort of 10 
years.”
Sansom first came to the 
Island in 1968 when he took 
over the Duncan parish for 
a year on an exchange 
program. Upon his return 
to his native England, he 
was informed he was 
heading back to the Island, 
but this time to Sidney and 
North Saanich parish.
June, 1980 marks to the 
month his 10th year here. 
‘‘What I’ve enjoyed most is 
the community spirit here,”
said Sansom. I have as 
many friends outside the 
church community as inside 
it, he added.
And because of that he 
sees himself retiring back to 
the Peninsula when his 
ministry with the church is 
completed. ‘‘We have so 
many good friends here,” 
he explained.
He views his move to Oak 
Bay as a ‘‘challenge” 
because he is moving out of 
a developing community 
like Sidney and North 
Saanich into an established 
area.
The move will also offer 
some relief for Sansom 
because he will be 
responsible for only one 
parish — albeit a large one 
— instead of two. ‘‘I was 
virtually running two 
parishes out here,” he said, 
and ‘‘both have grown so 
much in the last 10 years.”
In fact, growth is one of‘ 
the greatest changes 
Sansom has noticed on the 
peninsula. He pointed out 
when he first arrived his 
parish consisted mainly of 
older residents, but recently 
there has been an influx of 
younger people into the 
church, and there is even 
talk of extending St. 
Andrew’s because of it.
Sansom said the one 
word to describe his parish 
here would be “happy”. 
And he gave some of the 
credit for that to his wife.
“She has done an awful 
lot to help in my ministry”, 
he said, especially in 
establishing relationships 
within the community.
A member of Glen 
Meadows Golf and Country 
Club and the Power 
Squadron, Sansom still 
expects to spend much of 






A letter will be written to 
the Thompson family of 
Brentwood asking them to 
do something about racing 
motorbikes which disturb 
neighbors on weekend and 
evenings.
In a letter to Central 
Saanich council, Mrs. and 
Mr. Brian Moer, 6962 
Rafiki Way, said they had 
only recently occupied a 
new home on their property 
off Marchant, a property 
bordered on two sides by 
the Thompson family farm.
They were greatly 
disturbed by the roaring of 
motorcycles back and forth 
within feet of their property 
on weekends and most 
evenings.
They had complained to 






they, the police, were aware 
of the problem but that 
their hands were tied 
because the iioise was 
emanating from private 
property. Get in touch with 
Mrs. Thompson, the police 
said.
“After several inquiries 
we were able to get in touch 
with Mr. Rod MacDonald, 
the grandson and solicitor 
of Mrs. Thompson,” said 
the letter of complaint to 
Central Saanich council. 
“We were told by him that 
there really isn’t much they 
could do about the 
motorbikes. Their only real 
concern appeared to be in 
having their piece of 
property moved from the 
Agricultural Land Reserve 
and turned into a sub­
division.
“We can only surmise 
from this situation that the 
racing motorbikes are 
encouraged by the 
Thompson family in order 
to make life sufficiently 
miserable for the adjacent
property owners that we 
will help them pressure 
council into agreeing to the 
subdivision and recom­
mending the property’s 
removal from the ALR.” 
the letter continued.
“It is not our intention at 
this point to debate the 
relative merits of the sub­
division. Our desire is to 
have the racing motorbikes 
and the noise caused by 
them stopped.”
Clerk Fred Durand said 
the problem was a difficult 
one. There was nothing in. 
the zoning bylaw to 
prohibit such a practice and 
the municipal nuisance 
bylaw was very difficult to 
enforce.
“I think if we sent a letter 
to Mrs. Thompson she 
would do something about 
it on the basis of being a 
good neighbor. The 
Thompsons have been in 
this municipality a long 
time,” said Aid. Percy 
Lazarz.
End arms race, 
Sidney council 
tells world
If it was up to Sidney 
council, the world arms 
race would end tomorrow.
At its April 14 meeting 
council joined with 40 other 
municipal councils from 
across Canada in endorsing 
the concept of a “global 
referendum on disar­
mament.”
Council found itself 
moving from the usual 
discussion of local matters 
into the internatinal sphere 
\vhen presented: with a 
request for endorsation 
from the Canadian 
disarmament group called 
“Operation Dismantle.”
The concept of a 
referendum on disar­
mament does not support 
unilateral disarmament, nor 
the cancellation of 
Canada’s fighter plane 
purchase, or the pullout 
from NATO or NORAD, 
cautions the group.
Instead, it simply 
proposes “an affirmative 
action program through 
which the people of all 
nations can express their 
views and participate 






choice for a disarmed 
world.”
The reason for seeking 
council’s support for the 
referendum is that the 
group plans to press the 
Canadian government to 
proceed with a resolution - 
calling for a referendum in 
the United Nations General 
Assembly next fall, and 
says' council’s support 
would be very helpful.
Other councils to .support 
the referendum include 
Vancouver, Toronto, 
Ottawa, Hamilton, Merritt, 
B.C., and Guelph, Ont,- 
among others.
Aid. Howard Norquay 
said he felt the subject was^ 
within the federal 
jurisdiction and not 
municipal. However, Aid. 
Ross Martin pointed out 
that unless senior gover­
nments hear from junior 
governments they will never 
know what people feel.
“If it will help in any 
way, and it probably won’t, 
then I will support it,” 
Martin said.
Mayor Norma Sealey 
agreed, “Anything that can 
stop the proliferation of 
nuclear weapons” has to be 
good.
However, Aid. Glenn 
McMillan said he couldn’t 
agree with the endorsement 
because “no one in the 
Third World will look at 
it.”
Aid. Daryl Ashby also 
voiced his disapproval 
without further comment.
